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Abstract
The steady-state air-to-air heat pump model presented in this thesis was developed from
the first principles. The main objective was to develop a heat pump model that can be used as a
part of larger simulation models, and that will make a connection between simple models that
do not describe equipment behavior accurately enough and complicated models that are
computationally very expensive. The model consists of the evaporator, compressor and
condenser sub-model, each modeling the steady-state behavior of a particular component. To
confirm the model accuracy, simulation results are compared with the experimental data from
the Mitsubishi "Mr. Slim"* heat pump. The reported COP prediction errors are up to 20%
under-prediction when the evaporating temperature is more than 2 K under-predicted, and
10% when the evaporating temperatures are more accurately predicted (less then 2K under-
predicted). The model is strongly sensitive on the evaporator temperature prediction errors,
since they influence the compressor inlet density. A grid search optimization algorithm is used
to find the heat pump optimal performance map. The map defines the optimal evaporator fan
speed, condenser fan speed and compressor speed needed to achieve the lowest total power
consumption for the given cooling rate, ambient and zone temperature.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
In the United States, buildings consume around 40% of the total energy and more than
70% of electricity. The second and third largest consumers of electricity in commercial
buildings are cooling and ventilation systems, as shown in Figure 1-1.
38%
13% 13% 12% 12%
4% | 2% 2%
Figure 1-1: Use of electricity in commercial buildings [35]
To reduce the amount of energy for cooling, improvements in the equipment efficiency
and the cooling process efficiency are essential. In the last few decades, important studies have
been conducted related to the improvement of the cooling equipment energy efficiency and the
assessment of equipment behavior. However, not many studies have proposed and analyzed
different combinations of cooling technologies. One of the most interesting proposals on a
combined cooling system has been provided by Armstrong et al. [1, 2]. Since the major part of
the electricity for cooling is used for the compression process, the main idea behind
Armstrong's work is to reduce the energy for compression by decreasing the condensing
temperature and increasing the evaporating temperature. This system reduces the pressure rise
across the compressor and it is therefore termed "low-lift cooling." However, although the
pressure rise reduction decreases the compressor energy consumption, it would normally
increase the transport energy consumption (energy for fans and pumps) and hence, needs to be
carefully balanced.
The first component of the low-lift cooling chiller is a variable-speed drive motor (VSD)
for the compressor and auxiliary fans and pumps. The VSD offers a wide range of operating
possibilities to efficiently balance compressor and transport energy, and is a crucial component
for the low-lift cooling. The second important component is hydronic radiant cooling (RCS)
that can be imbedded in any part of the building structure (e.g. floors, ceiling, walls). Although
most U.S. buildings have all-air system for both cooling and heating, numerous studies have
shown that water systems usually require less energy for the same cooling or heating effect.
First, when compared with air, water has around 3500 times larger P. * Cair product, meaning
that water systems can significantly reduce the amount of transport energy. Second, in hydronic
radiant cooling, the whole floor or ceiling area acts as a cooling area. Because the exchanged
heat is proportional to the heat transfer area and temperature difference, then due to the large
floor or ceiling area the temperature difference between the zone and chilled water can be
smaller, and the chilled water temperature can be higher compared to other systems. Higher
chilled water temperature enables higher evaporating temperature and pressure, which then
lowers the compressor pressure rise and power consumption. The third component, thermal
energy storage (TES) is the component that has great advantage for the climates with the
significant outside temperature differences between day and night. In these climates, cooling
energy can be stored during nights when the condensing temperature and pressure can be lower
due to the lower outside temperature. In climates where large temperature differences are not
the case, thermal storage can still be beneficial economically, if the price of electricity is lower
during the night. The last component is the dedicated outside air system (DOAS) that delivers
fresh, dehumidified air to each zone. That way, water is used to remove zone sensible loads and
air just to provide fresh air and to remove latent loads, which are in most cases smaller than
sensible loads. Further, enthalpy recovery is more economical in DOAS than in all air systems.
While different studies have shown the benefits of each separate component of this
system, there is no other research that combines them together and analyzes the combined
system benefits. Armstrong has developed a computer simulation of the combined system and
analyzed what the possible annual energy consumption savings for the building are, compared
to a typical VAV system with a two-speed chiller, and given different combinations of low-lift
cooling system components (VS, RCS, TES, DOS). The analysis for five different U.S.
climates and three building types (low-performance, mid-performance and high-performance)
has shown that possible energy savings range from 30 to 70 %, depending on the climate and
the building envelope, when all four components are included. The annual energy consumption
for a mid-performance building is shown in Figure 1-2:
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Figure 1-2: Results of mid-performance building annual energy simulations
for different chiller-distribution-thermal-storage system configurations
in five climates [ 2 ]
In addition to Armstrong's computer analysis, the combined system has been implemented
in a test rooms in Abu Dhabi and at MIT, and the experimental data from both test rooms are
currently being collected. Although experimental data will be used for more realistic system
analysis, computer modeling is still an invaluable tool for fast system performance analysis,
parameter influence analysis and potential improvement decisions.
Armstrong's computer model has the sub-models of each low-lift cooling component, with
the heat pump model being the most important one. However, the model does not include some
very important parts of the heat pump modeling: the pressure drop inside the heat pump and the
variable heat transfer coefficients in the heat exchangers. It also does not include the
desuperheating process in the evaporator or the subcooling process in the condenser. In order to
perform more accurate analysis of the low-lift cooling technology an improved model is
needed.
The heat pump model (HPM) described in Chapter 3 is based on Armstrong's existing
model, but is significantly changed and extended to describe more realistic behavior. The HPM
consists of three component sub-models, each describing the steady-state performance of the
evaporator, condenser and compressor. This modular approach enables further development of
each component independent from the other parts, and the replacement of one component sub-
model with a different one. An idealized expansion valve has been modeled, which accurately
models the real steady-state throttling process in cases where the valve is positioned at the
evaporator inlet1 . The developed model includes the pressure drops and heat transfer
coefficients that vary with refrigerant and transport fluid flow rates. Furthermore, the model
includes desuperheating in the evaporator and subcooling in the condenser. Modeling of
subcooling is especially important since it enables one to analyze the influence of subcooling
on the heat pump process efficiency. The lubricant influence is taken into account for the
evaporator and condenser pressure drop calculations and also in the compressor heat balance
calculations. The HPM has the possibility of including or neglecting different options
mentioned above; for example, it can range from the simplest model variation with a constant
heat exchanger conductance, without pressure drop calculations, evaporator desuperheating or
condenser subcooling to the most complex model variation where all those options are
included. Different variations of the model can be used to analyze how each option or
combination of options influences the overall heat pump performance, result accuracy and
computational time.
Chapter 4 outlines the model validation process using experimental data from
Mitsubishi's MUZ09NA variable-speed heat pump [ 29 ]. After the heat pump data have been
measured by Gayeski [ 20 ] over the range of operating conditions, all relevant variables are
compared with the simulation model. The parameters measured on the refrigerant-side are the
evaporator inlet and outlet temperature and pressure, compressor outlet temperature and
pressure and condenser outlet temperature. For the air-side, the evaporator and condenser
airflow temperature differences and condenser airflow versus fan speed characteristics are
measured. The compressor power, cooling rate and condenser power versus speed characteristic
are also measured. The evaporator fan speed remained constant through the measurements and
hence, the evaporator flow versus speed and power versus speed characteristic were not
measured. Due to the modular approach to computer modeling, it was possible to analyze first
each component separately and then to compare the performance of the whole system with
The literature on modeling of transient heat pump operations contains many analyses, models and
inventions addressing transient response. However, electronic expansion valves with micro-processor-
based control, which are expected to dominate the future market, much as electronic fuel injection
dominates the automotive market in developed countries, largely eliminate problems of transient
response.
measured data. The component-by-component validation was especially important since the
model is organized in a way that the outputs from one component are the inputs to the
following component, meaning that the errors from each component can easily progress
through the system. For the system validation, the measured data used as the input parameters
to the model were: cooling rate, zone and outside temperature, evaporator and condenser
airflow rate, evaporator desuperheating temperature difference and condenser subcooling
temperature difference. All important model output parameters, with heat pump power
consumption being the most important one, were then compared against experimental data.
Chapter 5 explains the process of finding the heat pump optimal operating point using the
HMP whose organization and validation are presented in Chapters 3 and 4, respectively. The
heat pump consumes power for the compressor, evaporator fan and condenser fan. The optimal
operating point is the point for which the total fan and compressor power consumption is a
minimum for the given evaporator load, zone temperature, and outside temperature. Currently,
the optimal point is found using the grid search approach and the future work plan is to
implement one of the MATLAB built-in optimizing functions. With the total power
consumption being the optimization objective, the optimizing parameters can be the condenser
fan speed, evaporator fan speed, subcooling temperature difference, and any combination of
these parameters, including all of them. The parameters that are not chosen as the optimizing
parameters need to be specified as the inputs to the optimizer, together with the cooling rate,
zone and outside temperature and evaporator desuperheating. Because the model offers
flexibility in choosing between different models options (desuperheating, subcooling, pressure
drop, constant heat exchanger conductance), it is possible to analyze how the optimal variables
and objective function change depending on the chosen options.
Chapter 6 gives the conclusion about the work presented in this thesis and plans about
future work. At this stage, the evaporator and condenser fan are modeled using the curve fit to
measured data, and the plan is to modeled them using fan laws. Also, in addition to air-to-air
heat pump, the model will have the possibility to simulate chiller performance, which means
that the evaporator sub-model needs to be expanded to model the water-to-refrigerant heat
exchange. The heat pump optimization will be changed from the grid search algorithm to some
faster method, like perhaps a gradient-based method. Finally, the algorithm for free-cooling
mode will be implemented, since free-cooling can be very important for cooling energy
reduction.
Chapter 2: Literature review
Ever since the development of different heat pump simulation models began in the late
1970's, simulation models have become more and more popular and widely used in research.
They are important tools for heat pump manufacturers because they enable the analysis of
different parameter variations before the real prototype is made. Although they cannot describe
the real product performance completely accurately, simulation models are very useful for new
product decision-making. Additionally, these models are very important for the development of
new HVAC technologies, for which a system performance analysis is most often required
before commercial production and implementation starts. For these reasons, computer
simulations are irreplaceable. They are, for now, the fastest and cheapest tools for that type of
analysis.
Among the models found in literature, there are two main paths for heat pump
simulations. The first approach, more often found in literature, is using experimental data for a
specific heat pump type. These simulations can accurately predict heat pump performances if
all the necessary input data are accurately measured. However, in most cases, especially for the
new technology analysis, experimental data cannot be collected since the system does not exist
in reality, or long and expensive measurements are required. In addition to that, models
developed from experimental data are usually valid only for a specific heat pump type and
limited range of operating conditions, for which experimental data are known. The second
approach to modeling is using the first principles and input variables that can be collected from
the manufacturer's data. This approach is not necessarily more accurate than the first approach,
but enables the analysis of different heat pump types and wider range of operating conditions.
One of the first models developed using the first principles approach was Hiller's air-to-
air heat pump model [ 22 ]. The main heat pump components (evaporator, compressor,
condenser and expansion valve) are modeled at a very detailed level, including parameters such
as real gas properties, pressure drops, moisture removal on the evaporator, effect of the oil
circulation on the capacity, check for liquid line flashing and check for an excessive
compressor discharge temperature. Because the main purpose of his model was to analyze how
the compressor capacity control can improve the heat pump performance, a relatively complex
compressor sub-model considered many of the phenomena that influence the compression
process. The computer model was compared with the Carrier unitary heat pump system and,
among other results, the reported heat pump COP accuracy was within 4 - 6%, depending on
the operating temperatures. Hiller's elaborate model, in addition to being a great starting tool
for understanding the influence of different parameters on overall heat pump performance, also
served as a starting point for many first principle models that came afterwards.
Probably the best known and most widely used air-to-air, steady-state heat pump model
today is the DOE/ORNL heat pump model (Mark VI) [ 11 ]. Ellison, et al. [ 15, 16] started with
the development of the first principles model just two years after Hiller's heat pump model.
They appreciated the structure of Hiller's model and used many of his routines, but found that
the model was in most cases troublesome to use due to the large number of parameters that
were difficult to obtain from the manufacturer. Their objective was to maintain the structure of
Hiller's model, but to make it easier to use with the known manufacturer's data. Since then, the
model was enhanced by several researchers and is available for web usage. It offers a great
level of detail and is continually improved. However, because the model is not open-source and
is used online, it is impossible for one to make changes to the model or to combine it with other
simulation models. The authors have mentioned that the possible future improvements will go
in the direction of making it in "fully modular fashion so that the user can simulate different
system configurations (alternative sources/sinks, desiccant systems, alternative refrigeration
cycles, manufacturer-specific algorithms, etc.)" and also "having the model serve as an
equipment module within a building simulation code."
Domanski and Didion's [ 12 ] air-to-air heat pump model includes the sub-models of the
heat exchangers, compressor, capillarity tube, four-way valve, connecting tubes and
accumulator. According to authors, "the basic assumption for the compressor simulation is that
the highly dynamic compression process results in steady vapor flow condition through the
compressor." Further, the compressor is divided into five internal parts and the heat transfer and
pressure drop are calculated for each part separately. Although the compressor sub-model is not
as complex as Hiller's, it still requires a relatively large number of input compressor data
compared with the more simplified volumetric efficiency compressor sub-model used in most
heat pump models found in the literature. The required compressor data are five heat transfer
parameters at five different locations, four pressure drop parameters, compressor effective
clearance, polytropic efficiency based on the manufacturer's bench test and compressor motor
RPM and electric efficiency versus load characteristics. For the heat exchangers, both single-
phase-to-air and two-phase-to-air heat transfers are modeled using a tube-by-tube approach
where the heat transfer coefficient correlations are applied to each tube separately. The heat
exchanger sub-model also distinguishes between the single-phase and two-phase refrigerant
pressure drop. The expanding device sub-model is developed for the capillarity tube type, and it
allows the refrigerant flow in the capillary tube to be liquid only, two-phase only or both liquid
and two-phase state. Domanski and Didion have also modeled the accumulator that stores the
refrigerant if the evaporation is incomplete. The heat pump model is validated using the
laboratory test data for the wide range of operating conditions for both heating and cooling
mode. The reported maximum errors are 2.2% for the capacity, 3.8% for power and 5.1% for
COP.
Domasceno et al. [ 14 ] have compared Domanski and Didion's heat pump model, the
model of Ellison et al. (Mark III version was developed at that time) and a third heat pump
model developed by Nguyen and Goldschmidt [ 30, 31] and updated by Domasceno and
Goldschmidt [ 13 ]. For all three models the compressor sub-model was developed for the
reciprocating type compressor, but modeled in different ways. Domanski and Didion
compressor sub-model required the largest number of design parameters. In the Mark III model
the user could provide either specific compressor design parameters or use a compressor map-
based sub-model. The Nguyen et al. model used only a map-based approach. The heat
exchangers for all three models are calculated using c-NTU method, but while Domanski and
Didion calculated tube-by-tube heat transfer, the other two models separated the heat
exchangers into two-phase and single-phase refrigerant regions. The comparison between the
models was preformed for the 3-ton split heat pump system and for the range of operating
conditions in heating and cooling mode. According to the results shown in Table 2-1
Domasceno et al. gave slight preference to Domanski and Didion and Mark III over the
Nguyen et al. model. The Domanski and Didion model was the most accurate, but in the same
time the most time-consuming model. The authors also reported that although both models gave
satisfactory capacity and COP predictions, they failed to predict the refrigerant temperature and
pressure distribution.
Heating mode (8 0C) Cooling (35 0C)
Capacity COP Capacity COP
Domanski and Didion +15.5 +7.1 +3.0 +7.5
Mark III +6.5 -9.5 +10.5 +8.0
Nguyen et al. +19.5 -2.5 +13.0 +8.0
Table 2-1: Summary of predicted capacity and COP discrepancies based on comparisons
against actual test data [ 14 ]
The main objective for Jeter's et al. heat pump model [ 25 ] was to compare the
performance and seasonal energy requirements of a variable-speed drive heat pump against a
constant-speed drive heat pump for heating mode. Their results also show the sensitivity of
COP to compressor frequency and ambient air temperature. The compressor sub-model
assumes the polytrophic compression in the variable-speed positive-displacement compressor
using the volumetric efficiency approach, and values for the motor mechanical efficiency and
compressor electrical efficiency. The authors also take into account heating of the refrigerant as
it passes over the motor and the pressure drops at the inlet and outlet valves. The expansion
device is modeled as a simple capillarity tube. The air-to-air heat exchangers are divided into
smaller elements where each element receives the entire refrigerant flow, but only a fraction of
the airflow. The e-NTU method is then used for each element, assuming a cross-flow heat
exchanger and constant UAe and UAc values through each element. The fans are modeled by
applying the fan laws for airflow versus speed and power versus speed. Jeters et al. recognize
the need for a more complex model that would describe how an external heat transfer
coefficient changes for different airflows and also more detailed approach for the fan
performance.
Braun et al. have presented the model for a centrifugal chiller with a variable-speed
control [ 7 ], where the compressor sub-model is developed using the compressor impeller
geometry, momentum balance on the impeller and energy balance. In addition to a single-stage
compressor, a two-stage compressor with an economizer is modeled. The evaporator and
condenser are assumed to be flooded shell-and-tube-type heat exchangers in which only
evaporation or condensation can occur (no desuperheating or subcooling). Different from most
heat pump models that are using the s-NTU method, the logarithmic mean temperature
difference method is applied. The model is compared against the performance data for a 19.3
MW variable-speed centrifugal chiller, and the reported results have shown good agreement for
the power consumption, except at low values for which the model underestimated
measurements.
Another interesting first principles model is the steady-state heat pump model recently
developed by Hui Jin [ 26 ]. The model simulates air-to-water and water-to-water heat pump
types with the purpose of enabling easier system performance analysis. The model is validated
using the catalog data for three different heat pumps. In this work the author offers a
comprehensive literature review for up-to-date heat pump models. Jin also recognizes the lack
of models that are not only able to describe more general heat pump types using a first
principles approach to avoid expensive and time-consuming measurements, but also the model
that requires only parameters that can be easily collected from manufacturer catalogs. Jin's
model is based on a parameter estimation; it uses multi-variable optimization and manufacturer
catalog data to find system parameters representing the electro-mechanical power losses, piston
displacement, clearance factor, electro-mechanical efficiency, desuperheat that occurs before
refrigerant enters the compressor, and evaporator and condenser UA values. After the
parameters are estimated, the inputs for each operating point are the load and source's side
water temperatures and mass flow rates, while the outputs are the cooling capacity and power
consumption. The model assumes no pressure drop in the evaporator, condenser or heat pump
pipes, no desuperheating effect in the evaporator or condenser and no subcooling effect in the
condenser. The expanding device has not been modeled. Instead, the evaporator outlet state is
assumed to be saturated vapor and the mass flow rate is calculated from the compressor sub-
model. According to Jin, although this is a good representation for a thermostatic expansion
valve, the model might not be accurate with other expansion devices.
Fu et al. have developed the steady-state screw chiller model, with and without an
economizer [ 19 ]. The compressor is modeled using a simplified volumetric efficiency
approach for the mass flow rate calculations while the compressor power is calculated as the
work for polytropic compression divided by the product of given constant values for indicated,
motor and mechanical efficiency. The heat exchangers are divided into regions - two for the
evaporator (evaporating and desuperheating region) and one for the condenser (condensing
region), and the logarithmic mean temperature difference method is then applied for each of the
regions. The expansion valve is modeled using the assumption about the constant enthalpy
across the valve. The model is validated using experimental data from seven screw liquid
chiller specifications "obtained from the statistic mean values of a great deal of products". It is
reported that the predicted values where within ± 10% of the experimental data.
lu's heat pump model [ 23 ], intended to be a design tool for manufacturers, has a unique
heat exchanger circuiting algorithm that allows modeling of heat exchanger with various circuit
patterns. The compressor refrigerant mass flow rate and power are modeled using the bi-cubic
characteristics from the ARI standard [ 3 ] and the compressor outlet state is calculated from the
compressor heat balance. Because the compressor manufacturer specifies the polynomial
coefficients for a specific range of operating conditions and for fixed suction desuperheat, it is
not certain how reliable predicted values are for other conditions. The author used the
corrections developed by Dabiri and Rice (1981) and Mullen et al. (1998) in the mass flow and
power calculations for the conditions other than the rated. For the heat exchanger, a tube-by-
tube segmentation is applied and each segment is treated as a singe-flow cross-tube heat
exchanger for which the E -NTU method is applied. The expansion device sub-model is
developed for two configurations: a short tube orifice and a thermal expansion valve. The heat
pump model takes into account pressure drops in the filter dryer and between the expansion
valve and the evaporator caused by the distributor that has a function to distribute the
refrigerant equally to each evaporator pipe. The model has been compared against experimental
data on the component and system level. On the component level, the mass flow rate, power
consumption and capacity have been evaluated, and reported errors are within ± 5%. On the
system level, predicted COP was within ± 0.5% compared to the experimental data.
Bertsch and Groll have done research on air-source heat pumps for heating and cooling
for northern U.S. climates [ 6 ]. The challenge that those heat pump applications face is very
low ambient temperature in winter. Low ambient temperatures cause low suction pressure and
high pressure ratios, which then results in extremely high compressor discharge temperatures
and power consumption. Bertsch and Groll were interested in which among the cascade cycle,
two-stage cycle with intercooling and two-stage cycle with economizing will perform best for
the air-source heat pump operating at low outdoor temperatures. Separate steady-state sub-
models for each component were developed, which allowed them to simulate all three cycles
using the same component sub-models. The compressor is modeled using the ANSI/ARI
standard and the compressor heat loss is calculated with a fixed heat loss factor. The e -NTU
method is applied for the air-source evaporator and water-cooled condenser calculations, for
which the heat transfer characteristics need to be known. Assumptions for the heat exchangers
were a fixed amount of subcooling on the condenser and the usage of dry air (meaning no frost
buildup on the evaporator). Bertsch and Groll recognize that the second assumption results in
an over-prediction of the heating capacity and system efficiency; however, since they were
interested in comparing three different systems, they believe that this over prediction is similar
for all three systems and does not influence the comparison results significantly. In the models,
the pressure drops and heat losses in refrigerant lines are neglected.
Armstrong has used a somewhat similar model to Jin's in the low-lift cooling technology
performance analysis [ 1 ]. For the given cooling rate and zone and ambient temperatures, the
model optimizes the heat pump cooling cycle by finding the minimal total power used. The
optimization of the speed control using a detailed component-based model is the first of its kind
to the best of our knowledge. The compressor sub-model is developed using a volumetric
efficiency approach and assuming polytrophic compression. In the volumetric efficiency
calculations, the pressure drop on the suction valve is taken into account as a function of
effective valve free area, shaft speed and inlet density. The heat exchanger heat balances are
calculated applying the e -NTU method, similarly to models mentioned before. The model also
includes the possibility for economizer mode (free-cooling), if the discharge pressure is lower
than the suction pressure. The model has already been implemented and used as a part of a
larger building simulation model [ 2 ], which shows it is suitable and robust enough for
implementation with other systems. However, similar to Jin's model, Armstrong does not
include some important parts of the heat pump modeling such as the pressure drop inside the
heat pump and variable heat transfer coefficients in the heat exchangers. He does not include
either the desuperheating process in the evaporator, or the subcooling process in the condenser.
From the discussion above, it can be seen that although the steady-state heat pump model
development has started a long time ago and many models can be found in literature, there is
still a need for a the model that will accurately simulate and optimize not just commercially
available heat pumps, but also heat pumps with much broader range of operating conditions
than currently available. For a model that will be implemented as a part of a larger building
simulation, it is essential to have balance between detailed, time-consuming models on one side
and over simplified models on the other side. Hiller's and lu's model are the examples of the
complex and very accurate but also more time-consuming heat pump models. Additionally,
those models require some input data that are usually hard to find in manufacturer catalogs and,
hence, are probably more suitable as manufacturer's tools. A more simplified model that
represents a very good starting point for an open-source, modular approach, first principles
model that can be easily changed and implemented as a part of some other simulation model is
Armstrong's model. Nevertheless, it requires the implementation of additional phenomena
important for the heat pump performance (e.g. subooling, desuperheating, pressure drop, and
variable heat transfer coefficients) and analysis that would show the sensitivity of the overall
energy consumption on those phenomena.

Chapter 3: Heat pump model
The heat pump cooling cycle is reviewed at the beginning of this chapter with the
purpose of having a better understanding of the heat pump computer model. The main parts of
any heat pump are an evaporator, a compressor, a condenser and an expansion valve. The
purpose of the evaporator is to exchange heat between air (or water) that we want to cool on
one side, and a refrigerant used as a working fluid on the other side. Transfer of heat from the
air to the refrigerant at low pressure and at a temperature lower than the temperature of air
causes evaporation of the refrigerant and a decrease in air temperature. The heat received by the
refrigerant needs to be released to the environment; however, the environment is usually at a
temperature higher than the refrigerant temperature at the end of evaporation (e.g. during a hot
summer day). According to the Second Law of Thermodynamics, it is not possible to transfer
heat from the medium of lower temperature to the medium of higher temperature. Hence,
before heat can be rejected to the environment the refrigerant needs to be brought at a
temperature higher than the temperature of the cooling fluid (ambient air or water in case we
have a water cooled system). The process of raising the refrigerant temperature and pressure
occurs in a compressor. After compression, the refrigerant enters a condenser and heat collected
in both the evaporator and the compressor is transferred from the refrigerant to the cooling
fluid. The last component in the cycle is an expansion valve whose purpose is to control the
flow of refrigerant from a high condensing pressure to a low evaporating pressure. The heat
pump cycle performance is usually evaluated using a Coefficient of Performance (COP). For
the cooling process, the COP is defined as the ratio of the evaporator load (cooling rate) to the
total power used during the process, where the total power is calculated as the sum of the power
for compression, evaporator fan power and the condenser fan power.
The HPM presented in this thesis simulates the steady-state performance of the heat
pump cycle explained above. Since the model will be implemented as part of the larger low-lift
cooling technology simulation model, a balance between simplicity and accuracy is very
important. The model needs to be simple enough to provide results in the shortest possible time,
but it also needs to include all of the relevant processes in the heat pump. The great advantage
of computer simulations is that they allow one to analyze different possibilities in a relatively
short time. For example, one might be interested in how different processes in the heat pump
influence overall performance, e.g. what is the difference in the performance between the
process with zero subcooling and the process with few degrees subcooling in the condenser.
Because answers are not always obvious, the model is developed to facilitate an analysis about
the influence of different processes in the heat pump using different options. The options are
desuperheating in the evaporator, subcooling in the condenser, variable or constant heat transfer
coefficients and pressure drops. This way, HPM can range from the simplest model with
constant heat transfer coefficients, no pressure drop and no desuperheating in the evaporator or
subcooling in the condenser, to the more realistic model where all the options are included.
Also, every combination in between is possible; however, one should be aware that there is
always a tradeoff between model accuracy and computational time.
Another, perhaps greater, advantage is the possibility of exploring the heat pump
performance under operating conditions that are not typical of current practice. This allows
detailed analysis of the low-lift cooling technology, or some other new technology for which
commercially available performance data and analysis cannot be found.
The HPM is written in MATLABTM, and the software Refprop TM [ 32 ] is used for
calculations of working fluid (R410a) properties. The model consists of four loops with the first
three loops being the component sub-models. The evaporator, the compressor and the
condenser component are modeled separately using energy balance equations and also some
empirical and semi-empirical correlations. The expansion valve is modeled as an idealized
device, i.e. it is assumed to exactly maintain a desired desuperheating at the end of evaporator.
Thus, a second important assumption is an ideal adiabatic process in the expansion valve,
which implies that the enthalpy at the evaporator inlet is equal to the enthalpy at the condenser
outlet. This assumption is valid when the thermal expansion valve is close to the evaporator
inlet, which is not true for most mini-split systems but is true for the low-lift applications of
interest. The fourth loop in the model is the main solver loop, explained more thoroughly later
in the chapter.
The variable heat transfer coefficients and the pressure drops in the components and in
the connecting suction and discharge pipes have been modeled using correlations explained at
the end of the chapter. The liquid line pressure drop has not been modeled since it is much
smaller than the vapor line pressure drops and is part of the idealized expansion valve model.
The schematic of the heat pump cooling cycle is shown in Figure 3-1, and the cycle in T-
s diagram can be seen in Figure 3-2. The points marked on the figures correspond to the
subscripts used in model equations and also later in the code, e.g. the subscript ei corresponds
to evaporator inlet conditions and c3 corresponds to conditions in the condenser where
condensation finishes (before subcooling).
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Figure 3-1: Schematic of the heat pump cooling cycle
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Figure 3-2: T-s diagram of the heat pump cooling cycle
3.1. Evaporator sub-model
The evaporator sub-model is developed for a finned tube heat exchanger used to cool the
air in a room. Modeling of different types of heat exchangers (e.g. cooling of water) is also
possible if the evaporator geometry and the heat transfer coefficient correlations are modified.
The evaporator is divided into two regions: the evaporating region and desuperheating region.
If the given desuperheating temperature difference AT,sh is zero, the whole evaporator is
calculated as the evaporating region. Condensation of water on the evaporator external surfaces
Q, V/
% I
A
does not occur in the machine used to provide validation data, nor has it been taken into
account in this stage of model development.
The steady-state evaporator behavior is modeled using the NTU method [ 5] and the
following energy balance equations:
a) Evaporating region:
Qep = mref *(he2 -hq) (1 )
QeP = Eep *Cep *(T - T) (2)
where
Cep=yepVzPair *Cpair (3)
Eep - exp [(-UAep)/C,] (4)
b) Desuperheating region:
Qesh = mref *(he3 he2 ) (5)
Qesh = Eesh esh-min T-T) (6)
where
h -h
Ceshmin = the smaller of ysh *Vz *air p,air Yesh z *air  e3 e2 (7)
T -T
e3 e2
h - h
Cesh-max = the larger of yeh * V * Pair * cpair and yesh * air * e3 e2 (8)
esh z irT -Te3 e2
The heat exchanger thermal effectiveness, which represents the ratio between the actual
and the ideal (for a heat exchanger with an infinite area) heat transfer rate is calculated for the
desuperheating region using the correlation for a cross-flow heat exchanger with both hot and
cold stream unmixed [ 28]:
e * exp [(- TU )* eh-m " * N U£esh~lex s _ min *N 2 2  Ceshr N0UN 2 2max
Cesh max 
Le 
m
NTUesh - UAesh (10)
Cesh mm
Correlations used to calculate the product of the overall heat transfer coefficient and heat
exchanger area for the evaporating region UAep and the desuperheating region UAesh are
discussed in part 4.5.
c) Total heat removed by the evaporator:
Qe = Qep + Qesh
The evaporator sub-model input parameters are:
* cooling rate - Qe
* evaporator airflow rate - V
* enthalpy at the evaporator inlet - hq
* desuperheating temperature difference at the evaporator outlet - ATesh
* zone (room) air temperature - T
* evaporator geometry (tube diameters, areas, fin thickness, etc.)
The main output variables from the evaporator sub-model are:
* refrigerant mass flow rate - mref
* temperatures in the evaporator - TeI, Te2, Te3
* compressor inlet pressure - Pcomp n
* fan power - J,
All input parameters, except the enthalpy at the evaporator inlet hq, are given as the
inputs to the main solver loop and remain constant during the iteration process for the particular
heat pump operating point. The enthalpy at the evaporator inlet changes depending on the state
at the condenser outlet and is iterated in the main solver loop. The main solver loop is explained
in part 3.4.
Because the main purpose of the model is to analyze the heat pump performance and
power usage for different operating conditions, it is important to model power versus speed and
speed versus airflow dependence for both the evaporator and the condenser fan. The fan power-
speed dependence is for simple analysis usually described using a cubic function whereas for
speed-airflow dependence linear function is used. In order to determine the coefficients of the
linear function, data for at least two experimental points are needed; for the cubic function three
points are the required minimum. During the measurements, the condenser airflow, fan speed
and power were varied; the evaporator side fan speed, however remained relatively constant
and the evaporator airflow rate and power have been measured only for one operating point.
For the condenser fan the functionalities have been determined from experimental data.
Because one point was not enough to describe the evaporator fan performance, condenser
functionalities have been scaled to match the values for the measured evaporator point.
Five fan speeds and corresponding airflow rates have been measured for the condenser
fan and values in between have been calculated using a linear interpolation (Figure 3-3). For the
evaporator, the same speed-airflow dependence is assumed.
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Figure 3-3: Condenser fan speed vs. airflow dependence
Power - speed dependence is described using cubic functions:
Je=C3 *w +C 2 *W +C *W +Ce0  (12)
= 3 +C2*W +C *w (13)
Constants Ceo, C1, C2 and C3 have been calculated for the condenser fan using
MATLABTM curve fit function on the condenser fan experimental data. For the evaporator fan
Ceo has been replaced with a new constant Ceo calculated to match the measured point, and the
other coefficients remained the same. Condenser fan power versus airflow dependence can be
seen in Figure 3-4 and in the same figure values for the only measured point on the evaporator
are shown with +. Figure 3-4 shows matched evaporator fan power versus airflow dependence.
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Figure 3-4: Condenser fan power vs. airflow
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Figure 3-5: Approximated evaporator fan power vs. airflow dependence
The flow chart for the evaporator sub-model is shown in Figure 3-6:
Figure 3-6: Evaporator sub-model flow chart
3.2. Compressor sub-model
The compressor is a component that can have a large impact on the system energy
efficiency since the majority of the cooling cycle input power is used for compression. There
are many processes and parameters that affect the compression process and one may therefore
expect the form of the model to depend on the compressor type. Although numerous
compressor sub-models can be found in the literature, they usually represent one of the two
extremes between detailed, complicated models on one side, and very simple, limited models
on the other side. Models that analyze the majority of important parameters and describe the
compression process for the particular type of compressor rather accurately require great level
of detailed parameters, usually hard to define. Also, they increase the simulation time
tremendously. On the other side, there are relatively simple models, most often developed as
semi-empirical models for constant-speed compressors. The disadvantage is that they require
experimental data in order to calculate particular model constants and the calculated constants
are valid just for a particular speed. Moreover, they do not take into account some phenomena
important in different types of compressors, which can have large impact on result accuracy.
The HPM was envisioned as a sufficiently accurate, as well as fast analysis tool for the
variable-speed drive compressor. However, since the objective of this thesis was not to develop
a new compressor sub-model, it was necessary to implement one of the existing simple models.
The objective for the compressor sub-model is to calculate the shaft speed, input power
and outlet temperature for the given refrigerant mass flow rate, inlet temperature, inlet pressure
and outlet pressure. The compression process is usually described using the polytropic model
for which:
P _s *(v )a=P_ * (V _)" (14)
The polytropic exponent n depends on the compression process and refrigerant
properties, and for some specific processes it can be calculated as:
o the ideal gas undergoing isothermal compression:
n = n, =1 (15)
o the ideal gas undergoing isentropic compression:
n=k= C
cv (16)
o real gas undergoing isentropic compression:
In
n=n =(17)
In **"*-*",,~t scomp-in
Pcompin
Because the real compression process is more complex than these special processes,
exponent n is usually calculated using measured data. The polytropic exponent affects both the
volumetric efficiency (mass flow model) and the isentropic efficiency (power model).
Two very important phenomena occur during compression and influence the compressor
performance: the pressure drop at the suction and discharge valve, and the re-expansion of the
mixture in the clearance volume. For reciprocating compressors, both of these processes are
usually modeled using the relatively simple volumetric efficiency model. The volumetric
efficiency rly represents the ratio of the actual refrigerant flow rate delivered in a compression
cycle to the refrigerant flow rate that could fill the swept volume of the cylinder.
The relation between the refrigerant mass flow rate and the compressor shaft speed is for
the volumetric efficiency model:
mref = D *f * Pcompin * Ti (18)
In order to find the model that will give good agreement with experimental data, four
existing volumetric efficiency models have been compared. Although two [ 24, 27 ] out of four
models have been developed for constant speed compressors and would require different set of
constants for each speed, only one set of constants is calculated for each model. The constants
are calculated using 82 measured points subjected to nonlinear regression. The best fit for the
constants is assumed to be the one that minimizes the square root of the arithmetic mean of the
squared residuals (RMS):
RMS (19)N
a) The first model is developed by Jdhnig, Reindl and Klein for the reciprocating
compressor type [ 24 ]. The minimum of four data point is required for the constant
calculations; however, the model is developed for the constant-speed compressor. That means
that the one set of constants determined using different shaft speeds experimental data might
not give good agreements over the whole range of operating conditions.
m = C I*f*pcomp in *TIV (20)
where
1v =1-C 2  ***-" -ou 1 (21)
suction 1
Psuetion =comp in *(i- C3 ) (22)
The model takes into account the pressure drop on the suction valve, but not the pressure
drop on the discharge valve since the authors found the latter has a little effect on the mass flow
rate calculations for the experimental data they were using. The exponent for an ideal gas k can
be calculated from Equation (16).
b) The second comparison model has been developed by Kim and Bullard for
reciprocating and rotary compressors [ 27 ]:
mref = CI*f*Pmpin *TV (23)
71v=i-C 2 PCOmPout compin- (24)
Pcompin
c) An interesting addition in the model suggested by Armstrong [4 ] is the term that
accounts for back leakage losses:
m,,, CI~f - C3*(MP - t cmp_ in *Pmp _in (5
uV=1-Ct2* - -1 (26)
compin 1/n,
where the isentropic exponent for a real gas n, is calculated using Equation (17).
d) The last model, developed by Willingham [ 36 ], has an important advantage that it
has been developed for a variable-speed compressor for which the pressure drop on the suction
and discharge valve varies with the compressor speed:
mf=CI*f *Pcmp *in (27)
where
1/n 1
1v =1- 2 discharge (
suction Jl/
Pction = P - C3 * Pmp _in *2 (29)
Pdisch arg e comp _ out -4 mpf * 2
I disch arg e
P
n= n= suction (31)
In Pdisch arg e
Psuction
The comparison results for all four models are shown in the table:
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4
C1  9.00*10-6 9.07*10-6 10.63*10-6 9.67*10~6
C2  6.11*10-2 4.85*10~2 5.73*10-2 2.89*10-2
C3  0 - 3.40*105 0
C 4  - - - 2.68*10-2
RMS 6.77 % 6.55 % 2.70 % 4.90 %
Table 3-1: Coefficients and RMS errors for four different models
It is important to recognize physical meaning of the constants in the volumetric efficiency
model. In all the models, the constant C, represents a piston displacement volume (thus C/*f is
ideal displacement rate) and the constant C2 represents the clearance factor, which is the ratio of
the clearance volume to the piston displacement volume. In model 3, C3 represents an effective
free-area (divided by viscosity) for back-leakage and in model 4, C4 represents a discharge
valve flow resistance.
It can be seen that the third model developed by Armstrong shows the best agreement
with the measured data. In addition to that, Equation (17) is used in Armstrong's model to
calculate isentropic exponent, meaning that one does not need to know the compressor outlet
temperature in order to calculate the mass flow rate. This is useful for the RPM since the outlet
temperature will be calculated later in the compressor sub-model from the energy balance
(27)
equation. As a result of everything mentioned above, the third model has been chosen for the
compressor mass flow rate model.
The power model used for the compressor sub-model was developed by Jihnig, Reindl
and Klein [ 24 ]. It calculates electrical power supplied to the motor (KW) introducing the
combined efficiency parameter, llum.. The combined efficiency represents the ratio of the
estimated work required for a polytrophic compression process to the total power supplied to
the motor. It includes the electric motor efficiency and all other inefficiencies that occur inside
the compressor, such as frictional effects:
k-i
KW* ',comb = mref * k- " * compn "comp out 1 (32)
SCOMP_ in suction
where
Psuction = PComp in *(1- C3) (33)
Tlcomb =C5 +C6 *exp(C 7 * P (34)
In Equation (33) the constant C3 found in the mass flow rate model has been used. The
constant C3 being equal to zero (Table 3-1) implies that the suction pressure is equal to the
pressure at the compressor inlet for the compressor power calculation. This is consistent with
the model used for the mass flow rate calculation, although the models are not developed by the
same author. The change has been made to the power model presented by Jihnig at el.: Pcomp_in
in the correlation for combined efficiency has been replaced by the pressure ratio Pcomp ,
Pcomp in. After making that replacement, the RMS value decreased from 14.5% to 5%.
C5  0.865
C6  0.009
C7  0.619
RMS 5.03%
Table 3-2: Coefficients and RMS error for power model
The temperature at the compressor outlet is determined from the energy balance equation,
neglecting the losses from the compressor to environment. These losses are small for the well-
insulated compressor used in the test rig. A jacket loss correction can easily be applied for
uninsulated compressors by estimating the portions of the jacket exposed internally to suction
and discharge conditions.
The compressor energy input is used for the refrigerant enthalpy rise, and for heating of
the circulating compressor oil:
KW = Qcomp +Q (35)
where
eom =m, r,(hcomp out -h in (36)
Q1 =moil *coi (T.MPO - Tmp in) (37)
The oil mass flow rate has been taken as 4% of the refrigerant mass flow rate and that
fraction remains constant for all calculations where oil is included.
The input parameters for the compressor sub-model are:
* refrigerant mass flow rate - m,,f,
* temperature at the compressor inlet - Tcompi (= T,3)
* pressure at the compressor inlet - Pcompin
* pressure at the compressor outlet - Pcomp out
The outputs from the compressor sub-model are:
* compressor shaft speed -f
* compressor input power - KW
* temperature at the compressor outlet - Tomp_ou,
While the first three input variables are calculated from the evaporator sub-model, the
pressure at the compressor outlet is iterated in the main solver loop, as described in section 4.4.
The flow chart for the compressor sub-model is shown in Figure 3-7:
Figure 3-7: Compressor sub-model flow chart
3.3. Condenser sub-model
The condenser sub-model is developed for a finned tube heat exchanger cooled with air,
as is the evaporator sub-model. The only difference for the condenser is that it is divided into
three regions: the desuperheating, condensing and subcooling region. If the given subcooling
temperature difference ATs, is zero, the condenser is divided into two regions: the
desuperheating and condensing region.
The steady-state condenser behavior is modeled using NTU method [ 5 ] and the
following energy balance equations:
a) Desuperheating region:
Qsh = mref *(hl -hc 2) (38)
Qs *c _ *(T -T) (39)
eshsh esh mini\ci 0
where
csh min = the smaller of ye, *V * Pair * Cp,air and y *VO *Pair * hc -h 2  (40)
c1 c2
C max = the larger of Ycsh * V air *p,air d *V * p. * hci -hc 2  (41)
ca c2
The thermal effectiveness es for the desuperheating region is calculated using the
correlation for a cross-flow heat exchanger with both streams unmixed [ 28]:
Esh =1-exp- * exp (-NTUsh C nsh-un *NTU-h. 22  (42)
C _sh _min * -0.22 esh max sh
csh max
NTU = C U * (43)
csh min
b) Condensing region:
Q, = mref *(hc2 - hc3) (44)
QC, = Es, * C *(Tc2 -o) (45)
where
C , =ye, * * Pair*p,air (46)
cp =1- exp [(-UA,,) / C ,] (47)
c) Subcooling region:
Q, =m , *(hc3 -hc 4 ) (48)
QSC Cs min *(Tc3 - T) (49)
where
h -h
C nn = the smaller of Y V * Pair * cpair and YSC *V * Pair * c3 c4 (50)
c3 c4
h -h~
C = the larger of y, *V * Pair * c, and yc *V * P * hc3 -hc 4  (51)
c3 c4
The heat exchanger thermal effectiveness es, for the subcooling region is calculated using
the same correlation as for the desuperheating region:I CE,, =1-exp *{exp (-NTU )* """ *NT .22]} (52)Cse _mnn * P -0.22 Cse _max S
C C
UA
NTUC = C ** ( 53 )
Sc min
The correlations used to calculate the product of the overall heat transfer coefficient and
heat exchanger area for the desuperheating region UA,h, the condensing region UAe, and the
subcooling region UAse of the condenser are discussed in part 4.5.
d) Total heat removed at the condenser:
QC = Q +Q,+Q, (54)
The condenser sub-model input parameters are:
* refrigerant mass flow rate - mf
* temperature at the condenser inlet - Tij (= Tco,, o)
* subcooling temperature difference at the condenser outlet - ATc
* condenser airflow rate - V,
* ambient air temperature - T,
* condenser geometry (tube diameters, areas, fm thickness...)
The main output variables from the condenser sub-model are:
* total heat exchanged on the condenser - Q,
* temperatures in the condenser - TI, Tc2, TO3 , T 4
* pressure at the condenser inlet - PI
* fan power - J,
The refrigerant mass flow rate and the temperature at the condenser inlet are parameters
calculated in the evaporator and compressor sub-model. All other input parameters are given as
the inputs to the main solver loop and remain constant during the iteration process for a
particular heat pump operating point.
The condenser fan power is calculated from the speed-airflow and speed-power relations
explained in part 3.1
The flow chart for the condenser sub-model is shown in Figure 3-8:
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Figure 3-8: Condenser sub-model flow chart
3.4. Whole system model
The main model consists of three separate sub-models that define the evaporator,
compressor and condenser steady-state behavior. The system model first calls the evaporator
sub-model, than the compressor sub-model, and at the end the condenser sub-model. Between
the evaporator and compressor sub-model the suction line pressure drop has been calculated
and between the compressor and condenser sub-model the discharge line pressure drop has
been calculated. The process in the suction and discharge line are assumed to be isothermal,
meaning that the temperature at the evaporator outlet is equal to the temperature at compressor
inlet and the temperature at compressor outlet is equal to the temperature at condenser inlet:
Te3 =Tcompin (55 )
T = T (56)COMP - out C I
An idealized expansion valve has been modeled, which accurately models the real
steady-state throttling process in cases where the valve is positioned at the evaporator inlet. It is
assumed that the expansion valve delivers the exact refrigerant mass flow rate for the given
desuperheating at the evaporator outlet to be achieved and that the enthalpy at the compressor
outlet is equal to the enthalpy at the evaporator inlet:
he = h 4 = hiiq (57 )
The input parameters for the main model loop are:
* cooling rate - Q,
e evaporator airflow rate - V
* condenser airflow rate - V
* zone (room) air temperature - T
* ambient air temperature - T
e desuperheating temperature difference at the evaporator outlet - AT,,h
e subcooling temperature difference at the condenser outlet - AT,,
e geometry (tube diameters, areas, fin thickness...)
e option flags (evaporator desuperheating on/off, subcooling on/off, pressure drop on/off,
variable heat transfer coefficient on/off)
* constants (compressor constants, oil fraction, fin and tube thermal conductance
parameters...)
Outputs of the main model are:
* temperatures in the condenser - Te1 , Tc2, Te3 , T 4
* temperatures in the evaporator - Te, Te2, Te3
* compressor shaft speed -f
* compressor inlet and outlet pressures -Pcomp i, Pcomp ou
* evaporator and condenser fan speeds - w,, w,
* COP
Two variables are assumed at the beginning and iterated during the simulation. The first
variable is the enthalpy of the refrigerant at the condenser outlet hiq,, a,. This value is used in the
evaporator sub-model, since we are making an assumption that the enthalpy at the condenser
outlet is equal to the enthalpy at the evaporator inlet. The second assumed variable is the
pressure at the compressor outlet Pcomp outas, which is the input in the compressor sub-model for
the compressor shaft speed and power calculation. Two conditions used for the iteration of
these two variables are:
1. The enthalpy assumed at the evaporator inlet needs to be equal to the calculated enthalpy of
the liquid at the condenser outlet calculated from the condenser sub-model.
h liq = hiq (58 )
2. The pressure assumed at the compressor outlet needs to be equal to the calculated pressure at
the condenser inlet decreased for the pressure drop in the discharge line.
P = P-AP (59 )comp -out -as C1 Ad
The main model structure can be seen in Figure 3-9:
Figure 3-9: Whole system solver flow diagram
The schematic of the whole system solver is given in Figure 3-10. For simplification
purposes, pressure drops are not included in this schematic. After the condenser outlet enthalpy
and compressor outlet pressure are assumed, the evaporator sub-model is called. For the given
cooling load, zone temperature, desuperheating, evaporator airflow and assumed evaporator
inlet enthalpy, the evaporator sub-model calculates the refrigerant mass flow rate, temperatures
and pressure required to satisfy the evaporator energy balance equations. After the evaporator
sub-model calculation, the compressor inlet state and refrigerant mass flow rate are known
variables, which are then used in the compressor sub-model. Since the compressor outlet
pressure is also required to calculate the compressor shaft speed, power and outlet temperature,
that pressure is assumed and then iterated thought the process. At the end, the condenser sub-
model is called with the refrigerant mass flow rate (from the evaporator sub-model), condenser
inlet temperature (from the compressor sub-model), condenser airflow rate, outside temperature
and subcooling as the inputs. The condenser temperatures, pressures and exchanged heat are
calculated from the condenser energy balance equations. The calculated condenser pressure and
outlet enthalpy are used to check whether the assumed vales are equal to the calculated values;
if not, the whole calculation procedure starts from the beginning with an improved estimate of
the pressure and enthalpy.
T Input: mre, Tcompout, To, V0 , ATSc
Output: Q,h, Pcompout, Je
Assumed: Pcompoutas
Input: Toompmi, m~re, Pcompin
_ _ _ _ 
_ Output: f, KW, Tcompout
Assumed: h
Input: Qe, Tz, Vz, ATesh
Output: Te, Toompjin, mreO Pcompin, eftS
NO [ Is hlicas = hiiq and PcompoLas = Pcomp out?
YES
Calculate: COP = Q,/(KW+Je+Je)
Figure 3-10: Whole system solver schematic
For the whole heat pump system, and neglecting the heat and pressure losses, the sum of
the cooling rate and compressor power needs to be equal to the heat released from the
condenser to the environment. This condition is automatically satisfied if the cycle is closed,
which for the HPM means if the assumed pressure end enthalpy are equal to the calculated
values. The proof for that is given in following equations, neglecting the heat and pressure
losses between different components:
Q = mref *(h, - hiq) (60)
KW = mr, *(hoomp_out -mh = m, *(he, - he) (61)
Q =mref *(he, -hiq) (62)
e+ KW =mref * (he3 - hj + mref * (he- he3 )= (63)
= mref *(he, -h )=Qc
In addition to the HPM structure described above, there was also an intention to have a
similar model but with the evaporating and condensing temperatures being the inputs and the
airflow rates being the outputs from the main solver loop. With the evaporating and condensing
temperatures as inputs, the evaporating and condensing pressure are also defined, which can
simplify the iterating process by reducing the number of variables that are iterated in the main
loop. In the current model, with the airflows as the inputs, the condensing pressure is calculated
in the condenser sub-model from energy balance equations. Since the compressor sub-model
requires the compressor outlet pressure (same as the condensing pressure if no pressure drop) as
the input, and the compressor sub-model is called before the condenser sub-model, the
compressor outlet pressure needs to be iterated throughout the process. The advantage of the
model variation without the pressure drops and with the evaporating and condensing
temperatures given as the HPM inputs, is that the condensing pressure does not need to be
iterated since it is related to the condensing temperature. In the model variation where the
temperatures are given as the inputs, but the pressure drops are taken into account (the
condensing pressure is not equal to the compressor outlet pressure), the discharge pipe pressure
drop would require an iteration process. Iterating the pressure drop instead of the compressor
outlet pressure is again much faster since the pressure drop can be guessed quite close to the
final one, and the changes in the pressured drop do not influence the whole process as much as
the changes in the compressor outlet pressure. Despite the mentioned benefits for the whole
system iteration loop, this code structure has shown to be more time-consuming than the
originally proposed model due to longer evaporator and condenser sub-model computational
time. From Figure 3-11 it can be seen that the thermal effectiveness is quite sensitive to the
NTU value and thermal capacitance changes, which both strongly depend on the airflow.
Hence, if the airflow is iterated throughout the process, the effectiveness can change
significantly from one iteration to another, which then slows down the iteration process. If on
the other hand, the airflows are given as inputs and temperatures are iterated, the iteration
process progresses much faster since NTU and effectiveness do not change much through the
iteration.
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Figure 3-11: Effectiveness of cross-flow exchanger with both fluids unmixed
3.5. Heat transfer coefficient correlations
The heat transfer coefficients for the evaporator and condenser are modeled as the
functions of the refrigerant flow rate, airflow rate and heat exchanger geometry. Since both the
evaporator and condenser are modeled as finned tube heat exchangers cooled by air, the
product of heat conductance and the heat exchanger area, UA, is calculated using:
1 1
UA j,* hex* A
(64)+ +k*A h. *Ain in in
The surface efficiency 1, is the surface-area-adjusted fin efficiency [ 28 ] given by:
'n =I- A fin ( I\i
Afin
The fin efficiency is calculated by the Schmidt method for continuous-plate fins [ 28]:
tanh(m*ru *$)
afin = m*r *
2*h
k*y
R$= *o -
equiv =1.28 0.2)5
rout
M
AV =--
out
L
-M
R .J]
1I 1+0.35*1n *4""
out
(65)
(66)
(67)
(68)
(69)
(70)
(71)
Mand L are defined in Figure 3-12 , where L is always selected to be greater than or equal to
M.
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Figure 3-12: Rectangular tube array [ 28 ]
The external heat transfer coefficient is calculated using Webb and Gray correlations for
a plate finned-tube heat exchanger [ 21 ]. First, the j-factor for four pipe rows in the airflow
direction is calculated and then a multiplier accounts for the heat exchanger geometry with N
pipe rows instead of four. The "characteristic length" for Re number is the outside tube
diameter.
h x=St*c *Pair *wa. (72)
ex p airair
where
St= (73)
Pr2/3
iN 0.9 1 2.2 Re-0.92 N -0.031 - 0.607*(4-N) ( 4
j4 4)
2 )-0.502 
0.0312
j, =0.14* Re-3 2S* * sa (75 )
Sh out
Equation (75) calculates the j-factor for four rows of tubes in a heat exchanger. For a smaller
number of tubes, the correction is made using Equation (74).
The air velocity w,,, is calculated from the airflow rate and heat exchanger minimum flow
area (area between fins, perpendicular to airflow direction). The geometry parameters are
defined in Figure 3-12:
'S"
-SI.
d.e
Figure 3-13: Heat exchanger geometry
The internal heat transfer coefficient for a single phase fluid is calculated using forced-
convection correlations from ASHRAE Fundamentals [ 5]:
____ 
_ 
( R 11/3 0 ~ .14h. *d. Re*Pr J~(6for laminar flow: Nu = I" = 1.86 e** (76)
k L/ dR
h. *d_for turbulent flow: Nu - " I" - 0.023 * Re4/1 *Prx (77)k
where x = 0.4 if the air temperature is higher than the refrigerant temperature (in the
evaporator) and x = 0.3 if the air temperature is lower (condenser).
The internal heat transfer coefficient for evaporation is calculated using Pierre's
correlation for complete evaporation [ 28 ]:
- -0.5
h. *d. G *d  2 (x -x)*hfNu - I" i" - 0.0082* "' I" * " '" g (78)kiq 9 L*g
where
G = mref (79)
"'di* / 4
The internal heat transfer coefficient for condensation is calculated from correlations
for the film condensation which is the dominant mode inside the horizontal tubes [ 28]:( 11/6 1/2  0.2
Nu -h *d 13.8*(Pr i1/3 * h J , di *G ref, P"Iq (80)
Ni4 kq / c, *(T - Tw1 ) s[ , 'K p( ,iJ
where Tw is the pipe wall surface temperature.
Equation (80) is valid for:
/ 1/2
n *G <5,000 and "" " * j <20,000 (81)
Ri~q RIiq kPvap)
When
f 1/2
10,000< " " I <100,000 (82)
Rlq Pvap )
Equation (83) is valid:
1/3 x1/6 1/2- 2/3
Nu -h*d" - c0.1* jq * (Pr )1/3 hf * dm *Gref Piqk k 4 q wa*(T)-T pPvap
liq liq "p,liq sa [ 2
(83)
The evaporator is divided into two regions, the evaporating and desuperheating region,
and the UA value is calculated, during simulation, separately for each region. The external heat
transfer coefficient and the surface efficiency are equal for both regions, but the internal heat
transfer coefficients are different. The areas for each region are calculated as:
Aep =Yep * Ae = Yep * de *n * Le (84)
Aesh esh * Ae = yesh *de * * Le (85)
where yep and yesh represent the fraction of the total evaporator area devoted to evaporation and
desuperheating, respectively, and those fractions are calculated during the iteration process in
the evaporator sub-models.
The condenser UA values are calculated in regions, as for the evaporator, except that the
condenser has three (desuperheating, condensing and subcooling) instead of two regions.
3.6. Pressure drop correlations
The pressure drops inside the heat pump have been modeled for the evaporator, condenser,
suction pipe, and discharge pipe. The pressure drop for the liquid line has not been modeled
because of the assumptions explained before. The pressure drop is calculated separately for
single-phase and two-phase flow. Single-phase flow occurs in the evaporator desuperheating
region, condenser desuperheating region, condenser subcooling region, suction pipe and
discharge pipe, while two-phase flow develops in the evaporating region of the evaporator and
condensing region of the condenser. The length of each evaporator region is calculated as the
fraction of the total evaporator pipe length:
L , =Yep * Le (86)
L e yesh *Le (87)
The condenser pipe lengths are evaluated in an analogous manner.
Pressure dropsfor single-phaseflow are calculated from Darcy-Weisbach equation [ 5 ]:
Apsph = ref + Z * (88)
where the resistance factor Z accounts for local pressure drops (U-turns, valves). The friction
factor is calculated from Colebrook equation [ 5 ]:
=1. 7 4 -2*log 2*E+ 18.7 (89)
fd Re*vft)
Pressure dropsfor two-phaseflow are modeled using pressure drop correlations
developed by Choi, Kadzierski and Domanski [ 10 ]. The pressure drop correlations are the
improved version of relatively older Pierre's model, which is still often used because of its
simplicity and validity. The pressure drop for two-phase flow is not simple to calculate since it
depends on many factors, such as vapor quality, oil influence, the type of the refrigerant etc.
Several semi-empirical models can be found in the literature, where most of them suggest to
divide a heat exchanger into several smaller sections and then to calculate the local pressure
drop for each of those sections. For Pierre's model, only the refrigerant properties at the
beginning and the end of two-phase process are needed. The model was originally developed
for an evaporator and it includes the oil influence for refrigerant/lubricant mixtures. Several
authors reported very good agreement between the model and the different sets of
measurements, even for pressure drop in a condenser. The foregoing properties give the model
great advantage over more complicated models, especially for the calculations that are expected
to be fast.
In the RPM, the oil mass flow rate has been taken as 4% of the refrigerant mass flow rate,
same as in the compressor sub-model. The pressure drop due to friction and acceleration in the
pipes is calculated as:
f * L *v ot- v i)2
APtpf+a = [ "d y" +(v, -vm) *G2 (90)
where:
f = 0.00506 * ReO 0951* K 1554 (91)iq f
G*d
Re1 =i MXi (92)
Ax* h
Kf = fg (93)
L*g
Modifications have been made to accommodate the influence of oil on vapor quality and
liquid Reynolds number:
x = G ref,vap ( 94)
G refvap+G ref+G
In ref *ln + o1 *ln go (95)
where:
15  (96)
M
ool* r
N0 1 = - - M (97)
1-w 1oi + worl * ref
Vref =I -~Voil (98)
The lubricant mass fraction won, should be linearly averaged over the length of the tube:
w oil,in + w oil,out
woll = 2(99)
where for the lubricant mass fraction calculation only the liquid state refrigerant is considered:
wou = inMo (100)
Moi + m ref,liq
The model developed by Choi, Kadzierski and Domanski does not investigate the loss
due to the flow turn in the 180 degrees return bends. However, in Pierre's original model that
loss is accounted for using the resistance factor Z of the magnitude 0.7 to 1.0, where the higher
value represents the case where oil is presented.
G 2
AptphUtur Z * 2(101)
Pref
The total pressure drop in the HPM for two-phase flow is then calculated as:
APtphf+a = Aptph,f+a +Atph,U-tu (102)

Chapter 4: Heat pump model validation
The Mitsubishi heat pump "Mr. Slim"* is used to validate the accuracy of the heat pump
model. The Mitsubishi heat pump type is MSZ-AO9NA with refrigerant R4Oa as a working
fluid and a rotary-piston type compressor. More detailed data about the heat pump can be found
in the service manual [ 29 ]. The real heat pump has been instrumented with sensors that
measure relevant temperatures, pressures, evaporator fan power, condenser fan power,
compressor power and evaporator cooling rate. The test stand schematic with the sensor
placement is shown in Figure 4-1.
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Code Description Description
TI Tei Evaporator inlet refrigerant temperature CDC-W DC compressor power
T2 Te2 Evaporator outlet refrigerant temperature Al Evaporator box air temperature
A2 Tz Evaporator inlet air temperature ATI Evaporator air temperature difference
EB-W Evaporator box power A4 Condenser air outlet temperature
T3 Tcomp i Compressor suction refrigerant temperature AT2 Condenser air temperature difference
T4 Tcomp out Compressor discharge refrigerant temp. API Condenser HX pressure drop
P1 Pcomp j, Suction pressure AP2 Condenser fan pressure rise
P2 Pcomp out Discharge pressure O-W Outdoor unit power
C-W KW 3-phase compressor power T6 Expansion valve refrigerant temperature
T5 T,4  Condenser outlet refrigerant temperature P3 Expansion valve pressure
A3 T, Condenser air inlet temperature V Flow traverse measurement
FDC-W DC condenser fan power P3 Expansion valve pressure
Figure 4-1: Schematic of the heat pump test stand [ 20 ]
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Figure 4-2: Components of the heat pump test stand [20]
During operation, the zone and ambient temperature, compressor speed, condenser fan
speed and cooling rate were varied, while the evaporator fan speed remained constant. From
86 experimental operating points, 4 are discovered to be outliers2; hence the data for 82 points
are used for model validation. The detailed data for each point can be found in Appendix C.
The comparisons between the heat pump model outputs and the experimental
observations have been made at the component level (for evaporator, compressor and
condenser) and also at the system level. Certain experimentally measured parameters have
served as the heat pump model inputs and the other parameters served as the responses that the
model is supposed to accurately predict. The results of the comparison are shown in the graphs
in sections 4.1. - 4.4. for each important output variable and each experimental point
separately.
In the graphs, the absolute error is defined as:
Absolute error = Xm - Xc (103)
2 For one point the airflow was not measured. Two points have the difference between the evaporating
and airflow temperature 18 *C for Qe/Vz ratio 10, while all other points have temperature difference 10
*C (Figure 4-5). The fourth point has large differences between the mass flow rates calculated from the
evaporator, compressor and condenser energy balance equations for the same point.
the relative error is defined as:
Relative error = m calc *100 (104)
Xm
and the RMS is calculated using Equation (19):
RMS= N (19)
Four model variations have been compared to determine how several local phenomena
influence the system performance. The difference between the model variations is whether they
assume evaporator desuperheating, condenser subcooling, the pressure drop inside the heat
pump and constant or variable heat transfer coefficients. One color in the graphs corresponds to
each variation (Table 4-1).
Desuperheating Subcooling Variable or Pressure Color
Model 1 (M1) No No Constant No Blue
Model 2 (M2) Yes Yes Constant No Green
Model 3 (M3) Yes Yes Variable No Yellow
Model 4 (M4) Yes Yes Variable Yes Red
Table 4-1: Overview of the 4 compared models
If one is not familiar with the heat exchanger geometry details needed for the UA value
calculations and hence, decides to use constant heat transfer coefficients, there are two
possibilities to estimate UA value. The first is to use experimental data and the second is to use
data specified by the manufacturer. Most manufacturers will publish detailed data only for one,
standard operation point, which usually will not give very accurate UA value estimate.
However, because experimental data are rarely available, the second approach is used most
often. The constant UA value calculations are explained in more detail in Appendix A, and the
estimated constant evaporator and condenser UA values are 220 W/K and 830 W/K
respectively. The airside thermal capacitance and heat exchanger effectiveness are determined
for constant UA values and given airflow rates using the procedure explained in sections 3.1.
and 3.3.
4.1. Evaporator sub-model validation
For the evaporator validation, the heat exchanger geometry and experimental data have
been used as the input parameters, and then the model outputs and experimental data have been
compared.
The experimental data used as the evaporator sub-model inputs are:
* cooling rate - Q,m
* evaporator airflow rate - V ,
* enthalpy at the evaporator inlet - hiqm
* zone (room) air temperature - Tm,
* desuperheating temperature difference - ATesh m (Te3 _m - Telm)
The important evaporator sub-model output variables are:
* refrigerant mass flow rate - mef
* evaporator inlet temperature - Tej
* evaporator outlet temperature - Te3
* evaporator inlet pressure - Pe]
* compressor inlet pressure - Pcomp n
For M1, M2 and M3 the compressor inlet pressure is equal to the evaporator outlet
pressure. For M4 the suction line pressure drop AP, is determined and the compressor inlet
pressure is calculated as:
Pcomp _n = Pe3 - Aps (105)
Since the evaporator sub-model outputs are used as the compressor sub-model inlets, the
errors in the evaporator parameters prediction might cause large errors in the compressor
parameters predictions. For the compressor sub-model, the mass flow rate and compressor inlet
state are given input parameters and from Equation (18) the compressor shaft speed is
calculated as:
m
f rf (106)
D * pcomp 
_in *TIV
and compressor power from Equation (32) as:
k-1
KW* = * k *comp -in* "comp out -1 (32)
k-i pcomp 
_ in suction
Hence, the refrigerant mass flow rate and suction density have crucial influence on the shaft
frequency and compressor power prediction, but most importantly, the crucial influence on the
COP value, the most important heat pump parameter.
The two most important evaporator output parameters for the energy consumption
analysis are the refrigerant mass flow rate and compressor inlet pressure. Because they have
crucial influence on the compressor power consumption, the largest power consumption
fraction, it is important that HPM predicts them as accurate as possible.
For further analysis it is useful to recognize which experimental data are more reliable.
The refrigerant temperatures, air temperatures, suction pressure, evaporator inlet pressure and
cooling rate have been measured directly, so one would expect they are most reliable.
Because the vapor fraction at the evaporator inlet has not been measured, the evaporator
inlet enthalpy is calculated using the assumption that the condenser outlet and evaporator inlet
enthalpies are equal, which is the same assumption as the one in HPM. To calculate the
enthalpy at the condenser outlet, the temperature and pressure need to be measured. Since only
temperature is measured, another assumption is that the pressure at the condenser outlet is equal
to the pressure measured after the compressor. The refrigerant at the condenser outlet is in
liquid state and its enthalpy will depend much more on the temperature than on the pressure.
The first assumption (that the enthalpies are equal) will however introduce more inaccuracy
since there will be some enthalpy losses between the condenser and evaporator due to heat
exchange and friction.
The refrigerant mass flow rate has been calculated from the measured cooling rate and
the evaporator enthalpy difference. It is mentioned before that the evaporator inlet enthalpy is
probably slightly overestimated due to enthalpy losses in the liquid line. The evaporator outlet
enthalpy is calculated from the outlet temperature and the pressure measured between the
evaporator and the compressor. The evaporator outlet enthalpy would in reality be somewhat
lower since the pressure at the evaporator outlet would be slightly higher than at the middle of
the suction pipe where it is measured (for R410a and evaporating conditions, between two
points with the same temperature the point with higher pressure will have lower enthalpy than
the point with lower pressure). We can argue that the resulting enthalpy difference error and
corresponding mass flow rate error probably will not be large since both calculated enthalpies
are slightly overestimated.
The evaporator airflow rate is calculated from the measured cooling rate and the air
temperature difference. The average temperature difference is susceptible to non-uniform air
temperature distribution and errors in the cooling rate measurements.
The results of the evaporator sub-model comparison can be seen in Figure 4-3 through
Figure 4-10.
First, the evaporator inlet temperature comparison is presented since the errors in this
temperature can have a crucial impact on many other variables (shown later in the chapter). It
can be seen from Figure 4-3 that the model variations M3 and M4 (for which the UA values are
calculated rather than assumed to be constant) show much better agreement with the measured
data. The model variations MI and M2 where the constant UA values are calculated from
manufacturer's standard operating point data, did not give very good predictions for the heat
pump evaporating temperatures.
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Figure 4-3: Evaporator inlet temperature absolute error
The specific structure in the absolute temperature errors can be explained if one plots the
cooling rate to airflow ratio for each measurement point (Figure 4-4). Both the temperature
absolute errors and cooling rate to airflow ratio show very similar trend, where the high
temperature errors occur for high ratios.
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Figure 4-4: Cooling rate to airflow ratio for each measurement point
Figure 4-5 shows the measured and calculated temperature difference between the
refrigerant evaporating temperature and air temperature. Again, when presented as the function
of the cooling rate to airflow ratio, it can be seen that for the small ratios only a small
discrepancy between the measured and predicted values exists. For larger ratios, the trend is
equal for the both the measured and predicted case, but the systematic absolute error occurs.
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Figure 4-5: Temperature difference between the refrigerant evaporating temperature and zone
temperature as a function of Qe/Vz; red are the calculated and black are the measured values
The evaporating temperature is calculated using Equation (2), so the error can occur due
to the error in the cooling rate measurements, the airflow calculations from the measured data
or the HPM evaporator thermal effectiveness calculations. The last is again the function of the
airflow and calculated UA value.
It is mentioned before that the cooling rate is measured directly, so it is probably the least
possible reason for the error.
If the thermal effectiveness causes the errors, for better agreement with the measured data
the UA value should be higher, resulting in a higher thermal effectiveness. There are a few
possible reasons for the error in UA value. First, the geometry for the "Mr. Slim" evaporator is
difficult to describe and is more complicated than the one assumed for the external heat transfer
coefficient and surface efficiency calculations. The internal heat transfer coefficient calculated
for the evaporating region can also cause errors because the model uses the very simple Pierre's
correlation to describe relatively complex processes in the evaporator. A more accurate
calculation would be to divide the evaporator into several segments and to calculate the internal
heat transfer coefficient for each of them. The next possible cause is the evaporator area, which
might be inaccurately measured due to the complicated evaporator geometry. Most importantly,
the water condensation on the evaporator external areas has not been taken into account, which
leads to more errors in UA value. As mentioned before, to decrease the evaporating temperature
errors, the UA value should be higher, leading to higher thermal effectiveness. The analysis is
made with the constant thermal effectiveness value of 0.95 to determine whether a high
effectiveness value would improve the results (Figure 4-6). Although resulting in a slightly
better estimate, the thermal effectiveness increase did not improve the calculated temperature
difference completely. Hence, it is probably safe to conclude that the errors in UA value cause
some percentage of errors, but are not the only reason for the errors in evaporating temperature
calculations.
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Figure 4-6: Temperature difference if the evaporating region thermal effectiveness is set to
constant value of 0.95
The third possible reason behind the errors is the airflow rate value, and the analysis has
shown that with 20% large airflow rate than the one calculated for the measurements, the
calculated temperature difference shows very good agreement with the experimental data.
Because the scope of this research was not to evaluate the errors in the measured data, the
possibility for the systematic 20% error in evaporator airflow rate will not be analyzed.
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Figure 4-7: Temperature difference if the evaporator airflow is 20% larger than the measured
values
Because the evaporator outlet temperature is determined from the calculated inlet
temperature and given desuperheating temperature difference, the errors in the outlet
temperatures are completely influenced by the inlet temperature errors. The largest errors in the
outlet temperature can be seen for the simplest model variation MI (blue), which does not take
into account evaporator desuperheating.
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Figure 4-8: Evaporator outlet temperature absolute error
As pressure is a function of temperature for a saturated refrigerant state, the evaporator
inlet pressure errors show exactly the same behavior as the inlet temperature errors:
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Figure 4-9: Evaporator inlet pressure relative error
Although the compressor inlet pressures for variations M1 and M2 seem to show the best
agreement with the measured data (Figure 4-10), it is also the result of the large evaporating
temperature errors. If M1 and M2 would predict the temperatures closer to the measured ones,
the pressure errors would behave similar to the M3's errors because none of those three models
take pressure drop into account. The evaporator inlet pressures for M3 were under-predicted for
a majority of points (Figure 4-9), since the predicted inlet temperatures were lower than the
measured temperatures. The compressor inlet pressure comparison for M3 shows the opposite
behavior where the predicted pressure is higher than the measured. This over-prediction occurs
because the pressure drops in the evaporator are not taken into account. Moreover, the errors
would be even larger if the evaporator inlet pressures have not been under-predicted. At a first
glance it seems that M4, which includes the refrigerant side pressure drop, gives the most
unreliable results for the compressor inlet pressure. This happens because a few degrees error in
the evaporating temperature causes significant errors in the compressor inlet pressure. The error
in pressure occurs, first, because the evaporating pressure is the function of the evaporating
temperature, and the errors in evaporating temperatures will cause larger relative errors in
evaporating pressures. Second, the calculated evaporator pressure drop increases for lower
evaporating temperatures due to lower density, so again, the small errors in the evaporating
temperature can result in large evaporator pressure drop errors and compressor inlet pressure
errors. The sensitivity of the pressure errors to the evaporating temperature errors can be seen
from Figure 4-3, Figure 4-9 and Figure 4-10. Although M4 shows only about 4 K maximum
absolute error (about 1.5% relative error) in the evaporating temperature, it causes about 10%
relative error in the evaporating pressure and additional errors in the evaporator pressure drop
that at the end result in 15-25% error in the compressor inlet pressure.
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Figure 4-10: Compressor inlet pressure relative error
The refrigerant mass flow rate is calculated from the cooling rate and evaporator enthalpy
difference. Because both the cooling rate and inlet enthalpy are the same for all four models
(inputs from measured data), the mass flow rate errors are only related to the evaporator outlet
enthalpy errors. All models tend to over-predict the refrigerant mass flow rate, but since the
mass flow rate was not directly measured during the experimental work (it was calculated from
the cooling rate and enthalpy differences) the mass flow rate errors should be analyzed more as
a comparison between the different models than as the exact error values. The model M1 shows
the largest mass flow rate errors, which is expected since the large under-prediction in the
evaporator outlet temperature leads to the enthalpy under-prediction, and finally to the mass
flow rate over-prediction. Although M3 and M4 show very small differences in the evaporator
outlet temperature, the enthalpy differences and corresponding mass flow rate errors are
significantly different between the models due to the differences in the evaporator outlet
pressures.
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Figure 4-11: Refrigerant mass flow rate relative error
It can be seen from Table 4-2 that errors for the refrigerant mass flow rate, the evaporator
temperatures and evaporator inlet pressures show significantly better results for M4 (red) than
for simpler models M1 (blue) and M2 (green). Between models M3 and M4, model M4 have a
notable improvement in the mass flow rate predictions. However, M4 shows the largest errors
in the compressor inlet pressure due to the errors in the evaporating temperature, which can
have an important impact on the compressor power.
RMS
mnref Tel Te3 Pei Pcomp_in
M1 3.99 2.35 2.95 15.24 6.39
M2 2.89 2.30 2.29 14.90 6.07
M3 2.49 1.24 1.24 6.78 6.30
M4 0.75 1.29 1.28 7.12 15.52
Table 4-2: Evaporator RMS errorrors for the rrierntr 4 different model variations
M
In order to show how the smaller evaporating temperature errors influence the final
results, the new comparison is performed for the evaporator airflows 20% higher than the
measured. It is show in Figure 4-7 that this correction will result in better temperature
prediction for M3 and M4. For Ml and M2, the UA value is taken as constant and it does not
depend on the airflow increase. However, because the airflow change will influence the thermal
capacitance Cep, the Ml's and M2's evaporating temperatures will also change for higher
airflows. In Figure 4-12 - Figure 4-14, the models M3 and M4 show respectable accuracy in
the evaporator temperatures and inlet pressure prediction, while the Ml's and M2's predictions
are still far from the measurements.
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Figure 4-12: Evaporator inlet temperature absolute error for 20% larger evaporator airflow than
the measured values
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Figure 4-13: Evaporator outlet
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Figure 4-14: Evaporator inlet pressure relative error for 20% larger evaporator airflow than the
measured values
M
Figure 4-15 shows that M4 gives much better agreement with the measured compressor
inlet pressure than the model M3 (yellow), which does not include the pressure drop
calculation. The calculated compressor inlet pressure is still slightly under-predicted for many
points in M4, but that is the result of the errors in the evaporating temperature. Although it
looks as if M1 and M2 give good results for the compressor inlet pressure, it is purely the result
of the large evaporating temperatures errors. If the temperature errors were lower, the
compressor inlet values would be close to M3's results (yellow), suggesting the significantly
compressor inlet pressure over-prediction.
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Figure 4-15: Compressor
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inlet pressure relative error for 20% larger evaporator airflow than the
measured values
From the mass flow rate comparisons in Figure 4-16 it can be seen that the mass flow
rate errors did not change much. Although the 20% evaporator airflow increase resulted in the
evaporating temperature increase (raises the enthalpy), it also resulted in the pressure increase,
which has the opposite effect (lowers the enthalpy). Hence, the combination of these two
effects has not resulted in a large evaporator outlet enthalpy change and the corresponding mass
flow rate change.
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Figure 4-16: Refrigerant mass flow rate relative error for 20% larger evaporator airflow than
the measured values
The RMS errors for the comparison in which the evaporator airflow is increased from the
measured airflow by 20% are shown in Table 4-3.
RMS (%)
mref Tei Te2 Pe Peompin
M1 3.75 1.70 2.31 10.42 3.98
M2 2.65 1.66 1.65 10.06 4.09
M3 2.21 0.48 0.48 2.61 13.80
M4 0.69 0.51 0.51 2.57 5.41
Table 4-3: RMS errors for 20% larger evaporator airflow than the measured values
4.2. Compressor sub-model validation
A variable-speed compressor enables efficient part-load operation of the heat pump and is
one of the main characteristics of the low-lift cooling technology. The measurements performed
on "Mr. Slim" for different compressor speeds, pressure ratios and inlet conditions, and related
observations can be found in Appendix C.
The compressor validation process is performed the same way as the evaporator
validation process, by taking one set the experimental data as the HPM inputs and comparing
the model outputs with the other set of the experimental data. Armstrong's model has been
chosen among several mass flow rate models described in section 3.2. The power model
developed by Jahnig et al. has been used in slightly changed form.
The experimental data used as the inputs to the compressor sub-model are:
* refrigerant mass flow rate - me f
e compressor inlet temperature - Tcomp in
* compressor inlet pressure - Pcomp in
* compressor outlet pressure - Pcomp out.
The compressor output variables that have been compared with experimental data are:
* compressor shaft speed -f
* compressor power - KW
* compressor outlet temperature - Tcomp out
In the experimental data, the directly measured parameters are the compressor inlet and
outlet pressure, shaft frequency, power and outlet temperature. The compressor inlet
temperature was also directly measured, but it was later discovered that there are some errors
related to this measurement. Hence, the assumption is made that the compressor inlet
temperature is equal to the measured evaporator outlet temperature, which is the same
assumption as in HPM.
While the four model variations are compared for the evaporator and condenser (M1-
M4), the compressor sub-model is the same for all those variations and the comparison between
the calculated and measured data is shown in the Figure 4-17 - Figure 4-19. It can be seen from
the compressor speed comparison in Figure 4-17 that the relative errors range between -3 and
3%, except for 6 points that are out of these limits (6-9, 42 and 62). For these 6 points no
obvious reason is found for large discrepancies between the measured and calculated speeds.
The transposed compressor sub-model, with the compressor speed as the sub-model input and
the mass flow rate as the output was also analyzed, although it is not part of the heat pump
model. The analysis has again shown ± 3% relative errors for the majority of points (the same
points, 6-9, 42 and 62, do not fall into these limits).
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Figure 4-17: Compressor shaft speed relative error
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For the majority of points the compressor power model shows acceptable accuracy,
which is very important for the heat pump COP predictions. The power errors that stand out are
for the points 1 - 3 and 65 - 68 for which the compressor power is small (100 - 400 W) and
hence, the small absolute errors result in large relative errors. Except for these outliers, the
errors are larger for the same points that show larger errors for the compressor shaft speed,
points 6 - 9 and 42.
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Figure 4-18: Compressor power relative error
The 11PM tends to over-predict the compressor outlet temperatures by as much as 8 K,
which can be the consequence of neglecting the compressor heat losses or assuming too low
lubricant oil fraction. The errors in the measured temperature or pressure can also influence the
calculated inlet and outlet enthalpy errors and cause errors in the calculated outlet temperature.
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Figure 4-19: Discharge temperature relative error
The compressor comparison RMS errors are shown in Table 4-4. The compressor power,
the most important output variable for the energy consumption analysis, shows a relative error
of ± 5 % for the majority of points. Although it is important to predict this variable as
accurately as possible, it is much to expect lower errors from in-situ (as opposed to test stand)
measurements and with the simple compressor model as used in HPM.
RMS (%)
f Power Tcomp-out
2.58 4.55 1.42
Table 4-4: Compressor RMS errors for the compressor sub-model output variables
4.3. Condenser sub-model validation
For the condenser validation, four model variations (M1 -M4) are analyzed the same way
as for the evaporator sub-model.
The experimental data used as the model input parameters are:
* refrigerant mass flow rate - m, _m
* condenser inlet temperature (compressor outlet temperature)- To
* condenser airflow rate - V, m
* outside air temperature - T,,
* subcooling temperature difference - ATs
The main condenser output variables that have been compared with the experimental data
are:
* heat exchanged bythe condenser - Q,
* compressor outlet pressure -Pcom, ot
* condenser outlet temperature - Tc4
* condenser outlet enthalpy - hhq
For M1- M3 the compressor outlet pressure is equal to the condenser inlet pressure. For
M4, the discharge line pressure drop APdp is determined and the compressor outlet pressure is
calculated as:
mP.ut = P1 + APdp (107)
The important output parameters are the condenser outlet enthalpy and compressor outlet
pressure. The pressure is relevant because it influences the compressor power consumption, and
the outlet enthalpy is the important input to the evaporator sub-model.
Among the measured data, the compressor outlet pressure, condenser inlet and outlet
temperatures and air temperatures have been measured directly, so one would expect they are
most reliable. The enthalpy at the condenser outlet is calculated from the measured condenser
outlet temperature and the assumption that the pressure at the condenser outlet is equal to the
pressure measured after the compressor outlet. Since the liquid state properties depend much
more on the temperature than on the pressure, the calculated outlet enthalpy most probably
shows accurate values. The condenser heat is calculated from the refrigerant mass flow rate and
condenser enthalpy differences, so those two variables are possible source of inaccuracies. The
subcooling temperature difference is calculated from the measured condenser outlet
temperature and the approximated condensing temperature, where the average condensing
temperature is approximated making the assumption that the condensing pressure is equal to the
pressure measured after the compressor.
Results of the condenser comparison for M1 - M4 are shown in Figure 4-20 -
Figure 4-25. The condensing temperature has a big impact on the condensing pressure and
compressor outlet pressure, which then influences the compressor power. The larger errors for
M1 and M2 shown in Figure 4-20 are the consequence of the condenser constant UA value
over-prediction (constant UA value is determined from the manufacturer's data for the standard
operation point).
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Figure 4-20: Condensing temperature relative error
Figure 4-21 shows the measured and calculated temperature differences between the
refrigerant condensing temperature and outside air temperature for M3 and M4. When
presented as a function of the condenser heat to air flow ratio, it can be seen that, different from
the evaporator model, the calculated values for the condenser show good agreement with
measured data.
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Figure 4-21: Temperature difference between the refrigerant evaporating temperature and zone
temperature as a function of QV2; red are the calculated and black are the measured values
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The measured subcooling temperature differences are the input to the condenser model.
Because they are equal for M2 - M4, one would expect that the condenser outlet temperature
errors will behave exactly the same as the condensing temperature errors. However, because the
condensing temperatures for M2 were significantly lower than the measured temperatures for
the majority of points, the measured subcooling was larger than physically possible for M2. For
example, if the measured case is To = 20 C and Tc=35 'C, it is possible to have 10 0C
subcooling. However, with the under-predicted Tc=28 *C, 10 0C subcooling would not be
physically feasible. The compressor sub-model solves this situation by changing the subcooling
input from 10 C to what is physically feasible, (0.5 K above outside temperature is used as
default in the code). Because of this unavoidable correction, the condenser outlet temperature
errors show a somewhat different trend than the condensing temperature errors for M2.
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Figure 4-22: Condenser outlet temperature absolute error
The condenser outlet temperature most strongly influences the outlet enthalpy because
the enthalpy is much more affected by the temperature than the pressure for the refrigerant
liquid state. That can be seen in Figure 4-23, where the outlet enthalpy errors follow the same
trend as the outlet temperature errors. Since the condenser outlet enthalpy is the input to the
evaporator sub-model, the errors in the condenser outlet temperature can progress through the
HPM.
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Figure 4-23: Condenser outlet enthalpy relative error
The errors in the predicted compressor outlet pressures for M3 and M4 are not as
different as they were for the compressor inlet pressure (calculated from the evaporator sub-
model). The first reason is the significantly lower condenser pressure drop than the evaporator
pressure drop, due to larger densities. Also, the condensing pressure is higher than the
evaporating pressure, so the pressure drop accounts for a much lower percentage of the total
condensing pressure. For example, the calculated condenser pressure drop has an order of
magnitude 10 - 60 kPa, which is approximately 1.5% of the condensing pressure, whereas the
evaporating pressure has an order of magnitude 10 - 200 kPa, which is approximately 1 - 20%
of the evaporating pressure. Mt and M2 show large errors in the pressure due to the errors in
the condensing temperature, and these pressure errors can significantly influence the rest of the
heat pump variables, especially the compressor speed and power consumption.
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Figure 4-24: Compressor outlet pressure relative error
The condenser heat errors are influenced by the errors in the condenser outlet enthalpy
and inlet pressure since the condenser heat is calculated from the mass flow rate and enthalpy
differences (the mass flow rate and inlet temperature were inputs taken from the
measurements). However, the condenser heat was not directly measured during experimental
work but was determined from the airflow rate and air temperature differences, which has
probably caused some errors in the condenser heat values (in measured data).
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Figure 4-25: Condenser heat relative error
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From the RMS errors in Table 4-5 it can be seen that there is almost no difference between
M3 and M4 for the condenser parameters and the main reason are small pressure drops relative
to the condensing pressure. The models M1 and M2 have significant errors in pressure and
enthalpy predictions, and those errors will affect both the evaporator and compressor sub-model
calculations.
RMS (%)
QC Pcompout Tc2  Tc4 hc4
M1 4.80 15.95 2.31 1.12 2.74
M2 4.40 15.39 2.22 0.71 1.48
M3 4.08 2.86 0.39 0.34 0.74
M4 4.11 2.30 0.36 0.36 0.79
Table 4-5: Condenser RMS errors for output variables for 4 different models
4.4. System validation
The system model presented in Chapter 3 consists of the evaporator, compressor and
condenser sub-models called in that order. For M4, which includes the pressure drop
calculation, the suction line and discharge line pressured drops have been calculated between
the evaporator and compressor sub-model and compressor and condenser sub-model. The
system model convergence criterion is that the condenser outlet enthalpy and evaporator inlet
enthalpies are equal and also that the assumed compressor inlet pressure is equal to the
calculated condenser pressure decreased for the discharge pipe pressure drop. Heat losses or
heat gains through suction and discharge pipes are assumed negligible, meaning that the
evaporator outlet temperature is equal to the compressor inlet temperature and the compressor
outlet temperature is equal to the condenser inlet temperature.
The measured values used as the system model input parameters are:
* cooling rate - Qe,
* evaporator airflow rate - Vz,
* condenser airflow rate - Vo,
* zone (room) air temperature - Tm
" ambient air temperature - T,
e desuperheating temperature difference at the evaporator outlet - ATesh m
" subcooling temperature difference at the condenser outlet - ATsc m
The relevant output parameters compared with the measured data are:
" refrigerant mass flow rate - m,,
* temperatures at the evaporator inlet and outlet - Tej, Te3
* pressure at the evaporator inlet - PeI
e pressure at the compressor inlet and outlet- Pcomp n, PComp out
e compressor shaft speed -f
a compressor power - KW
* heat exchanged on the condenser - Qc
* temperatures at the condenser inlet and outlet - Tez, T 4
* temperature at end of desuperheating region - Tc2,
* enthalpy at condenser outlet - hiuq
e COP
For the whole model simulation, the evaporator temperatures and pressures errors are the
same as in the evaporator sub-model validation section since the input cooling rate, airflow and
zone temperature are the same (Figure 4-26 - Figure 4-29).
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Figure 4-26: Evaporator inlet temperature absolute error
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ure 4-27: Evaporator outlet temperature absolute error
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Figure 4-28: Evaporator inlet pressure relative error
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Figure 4-29: Compressor inlet pressure relative error
The mass flow rate errors (Figure 4-30) are different than for the evaporator sub-model
because of the errors in the condenser outlet enthalpy (Figure 4-31). For the evaporator
validation, the refrigerant mass flow rate was slightly over-predicted for M4 and much more
over-predicted for M2 - M4. For the whole model validation, the predicted condenser outlet
enthalpy (same as evaporator inlet enthalpy) is slightly lower than the measured value for M2,
M3 and M4, which causes the increase in the evaporator enthalpy difference and decrease in
mass flow rate. The end result are smaller errors in mass flow rate for M2, M3 and M4, but it is
important to note that the smaller errors are purely due to the errors in condenser outlet
enthalpy. The mass flow rate errors for M1 are even larger than for the evaporator validation,
again due to the enthalpy errors that have an opposite trend for M1 (tend to over-predict the
enthalpy). The enthalpy errors shown in Figure 4-31 are the result of the condenser outlet
temperature errors shown later on in Figure 4-39.
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Figure 4-30: Refrigerant mass flow rate relative error
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Figure 4-31: Condenser outlet enthalpy relative error
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The compressor outlet pressure errors shown in Figure 4-32 also show similar behavior
as for the condenser validation (Figure 4-24). Smaller differences from the condenser validation
occur due to changes in the compressor outlet temperature and condenser heat (different from
the measured values).
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Figure 4-32: Compressor outlet pressure relative error
Although the compressor outlet pressure prediction is satisfying for M3 and M4 and not
so much for M1 and M2, the compressor ratio errors show a somewhat different picture (Figure
4-33). The reason for these discrepancies lies with the large compressor inlet pressure errors for
M4, which are again caused by the evaporating temperature errors, as mentioned before. The
errors in pressure ratio can significantly influence the compressor speed and power calculations
and hence, it is crucial to minimize them.
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Figure 4-33: Pressure ratio relative error
In Figure 4-34 and Figure 4-35 it can be seen how the combination of the mass flow rate
errors, compressor inlet temperature and pressure errors and compressor outlet pressure errors
influence the compressor speed and power consumption. Although pressure ratio errors, mass
flow rate errors and compressor outlet pressure errors influence other compressor parameters,
the compressor inlet temperature and pressure have an even larger influence. The compressor
inlet temperature and pressure influence the refrigerant volumetric flow rate, which then has a
great effect on the compression process. One can see the sensitivity of the compressor process
on the compressor inlet state from the results for MI and M4. The model variation M4 that has
the best prediction of the mass flow rate, evaporating temperatures and compressor outlet
pressure among all four models. However, the large errors in the compressor inlet pressure have
resulted in large compressor speed and power errors. On the other hand, the simplest model,
M1, has shown the largest errors in mass flow rate, compressor inlet temperature and
compressor outlet pressure prediction. But because the errors in the compressor inlet pressure
are smaller than for M4, the predicted compressor speed and power are much closer to the
measured values.
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Figure 4-34: Compressor shaft speed relative error
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Figure 4-35: Compressor power relative error
The compressor outlet temperature is calculated from the compressor heat balance, so the
errors in the temperature shown in Figure 4-36 follow the errors in the compressor power. The
compressor sub-model validation has shown that in the case when the compressor power is
equal to the measured power, the model tends to over-predict the compressor outlet temperature
for up to 2%. The errors shown for the whole system comparison for M4 are significantly
larger, as the result of the compressor power over prediction. Also, the power under-prediction
for MI - M3 is the reason for the large compressor temperatures under-prediction.
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Figure 4-36: Compressor outlet temperature relative error
Since for the closed cooling cycle the sum of the cooling rate and compressor power
needs to be equal to the condenser heat, the changes in the compressor power have also
influenced the condenser heat, as can be seen in Figure 4-37. However, relative changes in the
condenser heat were not so large as to significantly influence the condensing temperature, so
the condenser temperature errors (Figure 4-38 and Figure 4-39) show very similar values as for
the condenser sub-model validation.
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Figure 4-37: Condenser heat relative error
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Figure 4-38: Condensing temperature absolute error
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Figure 4-39: Condenser outlet temperature absolute error
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The COP value is equal to the cooling rate to total power consumption ratio. Because the
compressor power is different than the measurement, the compressor power errors shown in
Figure 4-35 determine the COP errors (Figure 4-40).
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Figure 4-40: COP relative error
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It can be seen from the comparison results that for most of the error metrics models M3
and M4 show better agreement with the measured data compared with the simple models M1
and M2. However, both models show significant errors for the COP value, the most important
parameter in the energy consumption analysis. The large errors in COP for M4 are somewhat
related to the errors in the compressor power correlation, but are much more related to the
errors in the evaporating temperature. The error in temperature causes significant compressor
inlet pressure error due to the reasons explained before. Since the compressor inlet state
influences the pressure ratio and refrigerant volumetric flow rate, both of which have a strong
impact on the compression process, it all results in large compressor power errors.
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mref Tei Te3 Pei Pcompjn
M1 8.38 2.35 2.95 15.24 6.39
M2 1.75 2.30 2.29 14.91 6.08
M3 1.78 1.25 1.24 6.78 6.29
M4 0.64 1.29 1.28 7.12 14.95
Pcomp out Prat f KW Tcomp out
M1 14.94 0.90 8.52 12.34 4.25
M2 15.28 0.97 5.57 15.86 3.84
M3 2.77 0.41 8.43 11.82 1.91
M4 2.00 0.73 21.41 20.97 4.25
QC Tc2 Tc4 hq COP
M1 5.44 2.15 1.29 3.12 14.71
M2 6.10 2.20 0.72 1.50 20.37
M3 5.39 0.38 0.35 0.75 13.98
M4 6.17 0.32 0.34 0.72 15.52
Table 4-6: System RMS errors for output variables for 4 different models
If the evaporating temperature showed better agreement with the measured data, the COP
determined by M4 would show the best agreement with measured data among four model
variations (Table 4-7). This will be shown using the same 20% increase in the evaporator
airflow compared to the measured data. For this case, evaporator temperature errors decrease
for all four models, but while for the M3 and M4 the predicted temperatures are close to the
measured, for M1 and M2 the discrepancy between the predicted and measured values is still
very large (Figure 4-41).
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Figure 4-41: Evaporator outlet temperature absolute error for 20% larger evaporator airflow
than the measured values
The changes in the evaporator temperatures will change the compressor inlet pressure and
compressioon ratio, where now M4 shows the best prediction (Figure 4-42 and Figure 4-43).
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Figure 4-42: Compressor inlet pressure relative error for 20% larger evaporator airflow than the
measured values
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Figure 4-43: Pressure ratio relative error for 20% larger evaporator airflow than the measured
values
Figure 4-44 and Figure 4-45 show that as expected, the compressor power and heat pump
COP errors have significantly decreased for M4 and increased for M1 - M3. These changes are
entirely due to better prediction of the evaporating temperature.
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Figure 4-44: Compressor power relative error for 20% larger evaporator airflow than the
measured values
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Figure 4-45: COP relative error for 20% larger evaporator airflow than the measured
It can be seen from Table 4-7 that when the evaporating temperatures are less than 2 K
under-predicted, M4 shows the best agreement with measured data. For larger under-prediction,
the compressor inlet pressure shows large errors for M4 and those errors result in large
compressor power and heat pump COP errors.
RMS (%)
mref Tei Te3 Pei Pcompin
M1 8.10 1.70 2.31 10.42 3.98
M2 1.58 1.66 1.65 10.06 4.09
M3 1.47 0.48 0.48 2.61 13.79
M4 0.61 0.52 0.51 2.58 5.04
Pcomp out Prat f KW Tomp out
M1 14.98 1.35 6.07 16.78 4.91
M2 15.30 1.42 8.20 20.92 4.48
M3 2.93 1.04 14.45 18.08 2.68
M4 2.18 0.06 6.83 9.32 1.86
QC Tc2 T4 hiiq COP
M1 6.16 2.16 1.28 3.10 22.46
M2 6.91 2.21 0.71 1.48 29.38
M3 6.37 0.40 0.37 0.79 24.01
M4 4.43 0.35 0.36 0.78 8.51
Table 4-7: System RMS errors for output variables for 20% larger evaporator airflow than the
measured values
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The two simpler models M1 and M2 did not give satisfying estimation for COP for the
case with 20% larger airflows. One can argue that the results would be better if the evaporator
and condenser UA values were estimated more accurately. In that case, MI and M2 errors
would behave in similar fashion as for the model M3.
The model M3, which calculates the heat transfer coefficients for the heat exchanger
geometry and given airflow rate, and which also includes evaporator desuperheating and
condenser subcooling, did perform better than the simpler models for the most parameters.
However, it does not take into account pressure drops in heat exchangers; these can cause
significant errors for the evaporator, where pressure drops account for up to 20% of the
evaporating pressure. The errors in the evaporator outlet pressure lead to serious under-
predictions of the compressor speed and power consumption.
Finally, from the M4's comparison results it can be concluded that this was the only
model that has shown good COP agreement with measured data for the case when the
evaporator temperatures were well predicted (for less than 2K under-prediction). The condenser
sub-model has shown the best accuracy between all three component sub-models, while the
evaporator sub-model seams to be the most problematic. If the evaporator sub-model under-
predicts the evaporating temperatures more than 2 K, it is not accurate enough for further
energy consumption analysis since that error strongly influences the compressor inlet state,
which then results in large compressor speed and power consumption predictions. In the future
work the evaporator sub-model will be revisited to improve sub-model accuracy.
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Chapter 5: Heat pump optimization
The heat pump model presented in Chapter 3 can be used to calculate heat pump
performance for given input parameters: the cooling rate Qe, zone temperature T, ambient
temperature T,, evaporator airflow Vz (or fan RPM), condenser airflow V (or fan RPM),
evaporator desuperheating A Tesh, and condenser subcooling A Tsc. If the desuperheating and
subcooling calculation option is turned off, only Qe, T, T, V, and V, need to be specified, and
evaporator desuperheating and condenser subcooling are assumed to be zero. The same model
can also be used to find the combination of input parameters that will give the optimal heat
pump performance, meaning the lowest power consumption and maximum COP. By changing
the evaporator and condenser airflow rate for a given cooling rate, zone and ambient
temperature, desuperheating and subcooling temperature difference, the compressor speed and
power will also change. For example, for an evaporator and condenser airflow increase, the
compressor speed and power consumption will decrease, and the evaporator and condenser fan
power will increase. The optimization algorithm can be used to find the airflows (and the
corresponding compressor speed) for which the sum of the compressor power and fan power
will be minimal. Although the final goal is to implement one of MATLAB's built-in
optimization functions, the optimization is at this stage preformed using a grid search.
During the measurements, the "Mr. Slim" control algorithm has not been used, so the
measured points do not have optimal fan and compressor speeds for given cooling load, zone
and ambient conditions. However, the grid search was performed to analyze, first, how the
predicted optimal operating point and maximum COP relate to the measured points for a given
set of input parameters, and second, the sensitivity of COP values to different parameters.
Because the model has some errors in predicted COP values compared with the measured data
(Table 4-6) for the same input parameters, the maximum predicted COP was not directly
compared with measured COP (COP.). Instead, COPm,* is calculated using measured Q,
Tz m, Tom, VzmVo m, A Tesh m, and A Tsc m as inputs to the model, and then the maximum
COPmax is found by changing:
a) Vo (done for M1-M4)
b) Vo and A Ts, (done only for M4)
c) Vo and Vz (done only for M4)
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The results of the comparison between the predicted optimal point and measured non-
optimal point indicate the potential of optimizing the fan airflows and condenser subcooling.
The predicted optimal points and their comparison with measured data are shown for each point
and four model variations (M1 - M4) in Appendix B. A few example points will be more
closely analyzed in this chapter.
5.1. Condenser airflow optimization
The first optimization is performed for all four model variations (Ml -M4) using the grid
search method for given: Qem, mz , T,m, Vz m, A Tesh m, and A Tsc m. All input parameters,
except the condenser airflow V0, were taken from the measured data and the optimization
variable V is changed in 0.05 m3/s increments to find the lowest power consumption and the
corresponding COPmax. For the comparison, COPm* is calculated using the same measured data
for inputs, and also measured V m. The optimization and comparison results are given in
Appendix B.
The condenser airflow rate influences the condensing temperature according to Equation
(45). The condenser airflow change does not change UA values for M1 and M2 since they
assume constant UA values (not a function of airflow), but it influences the air-side
capacitance. In the model variations M3 and M4, both the UA value and the air-side
capacitance change with airflow change. The fact that COP did not change significantly
indicates that the COP value is not very sensitive to the condenser airflow. To understand this
better, the results for the measurement point 8 will be more closely analyzed for M4. The
measured airflow for that point is 0.44 m3/s and the predicted optimal airflow is 0.6 m3/s, while
COPm* and COPmax are 3.2 and 3.3. The explanation for this trend can be seen if one plots how
the power consumption for point 8 changes with the condenser airflow change (all other inputs
stay constant):
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Figure 5-1: Total power consumption versus condenser airflow
for measurement point 8
(Qe= 4048 W, Tz= 34 C, T, = 17 C, A Tesh = 1.5 C , A T, = 17.6 0C)
The relevant parameters for the condensing region of the condenser are shown in Table
5-1 for the point 8. It can be seen that the combination of changes in the thermal capacitance
and thermal effectiveness is not large enough to change the condensing temperature
significantly (column 8 in the table shows the difference between the outside and condensing
temperature).
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Vo hex Uc Cc SC CC* sc QC Qc/ (Ce* e)
(mI/s) (W/m 2K) (W/m 2K) (W/K) (-) (W/K) (W) (K)
Meas. 0.44 57 1524 295 0.58 170 3381 19.9
Opt. 0.60 66 1683 360 0.51 181 3396 18.8
Table 5-1: Parameters for condensing region of the condenser for measured an
condenser airflow for measurement point 8
(Qe = 4048 W, Tz= 34 *C, T, = 17 C, A Tesh = 1.5 C, ATs, = 17.6 0C)
d optimal
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As a different example we can take the measurement point 22, for which the power
consumption changes more dramatically than for the point 8.
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Figure 5-2: Total power consumption versus condenser airflow
for measurement point 22
(Qe = 1375 W, Tz= 14 C, T, = 30 C, ATes= 0.7 C, ATsc = 5 *C)
The measured and optimal airflows are 0.7 and 0.4 m3/s, and the total power consumption
curve is relatively steep in that range (Figure 5-2). However, the absolute change in power
increases COP for only 10 % (Table 5-2), which is still not as significant a change as when the
evaporator airflow rate is optimized (Appendix B, Figure B- 12).
Qe mref f Je Jc KW J COP
(W) (kg/s) (Hz) (W) (W) (W) (W) (-)
Measured 1375 0.0066 30 20 69 277 366 3.8
Optimal 1375 0.0066 30.5 20 15 293 328 4.2
Table 5-2: Parameters for measured and optimal condenser airflow for point 22
(Qe = 1375 W, Tz = 14 0C, T, = 30 0C, A Tesh = 0.7 0C, ATsc = 5 'C)
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5.2. Condenser airflow and subcooling optimization
The optimization is performed with model variation M4 using the condenser airflow V,
and subcooling temperature difference A T, as the optimization variables and the measured
data Qe m, Tz m, To m, Vz m, and A Tesh m as other inputs to the model. In the grid search, the
optimization variable V is changed in 0.05 m3/s increments and A Tc in 2 K increments to find
the lowest power consumption and corresponding COPmaxIO. As explained in the previous
section, COPm* is calculated using the same measured data for inputs and also measured Vo0 m
and A Te m. The optimization results for M4 are given in Appendix B.
It is shown in the previous section that a change in the condenser airflow did not have a
big influence on the COP value. One would expect that the subcooling temperature difference
will have a noticeable impact, since larger subcooling requires a larger condenser heat transfer
area or higher condensing temperature for the same area. However, the increase in subcooling
can also result in a lower condenser outlet enthalpy and corresponding evaporator inlet enthalpy
(they are equal in the model). Lower evaporator inlet enthalpy means higher enthalpy
difference across the evaporator, lower refrigerant mass flow rate for the given cooling load,
and lower compressor power due to the lower mass flow rate. The end result is a lower heat
exchanged at the condenser (equal to the sum of the cooling rate and compressor power), which
then lowers the condensing temperature (for the same airflow).
The sensitivity of COP to the subcooling temperature difference will be closely analyzed
for the same measurement point 8. The measured condenser airflow and subcooling
temperature difference for that point are 0.44 m3 /s and 17.8 K and the predicted values are 0.8
m3/s and 8 K. The measured and optimal cooling process is shown in the same T-s diagram in
Figure 5-3, where black represents the process with measured and red the process with optimal
values.
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Figure 5-3: Cooling process T-s diagram for measured and optimal predicted condenser airflow
and subcooling temperature difference for point 8
From the graph that shows how the total power changes with the change in condenser
airflow and subcooling (Figure 5-4), it can be seen that for this particular point subcooling has
an even smaller impact on the total power than the condenser airflow rate.
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Figure 5-4: Total power consumption versus condenser airflow and subcooling temperature
difference for point 8
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The relevant parameters for the measured and optimal process (Table 5-3) show that
although they have different condenser airflows and subcooling, the condenser outlet enthalpy
stays almost the same and the change in pressure ratio due to the lower condensing pressure for
the optimal case does not cause a large relative change in the compressor power consumption.
Qe (W) Tcavg (0C) Tc4 ( 0C) hii (J/kgK) mref(kg/s) f (Hz)
Measured 4048 37 19 2.32*105 0.0172 108
Optimal 4048 29 20 2.35*10' 0.0174 107
Je (W) Jc (W) KW (W) J (W) COP ()
Measured 24 22 1209 1255 3.2
Optimal 24 91 1006 1121 3.6
Table 5-3: Parameters for measured and optimal condenser airflow and subcooling temperature
difference for point 8
(Qe = 4048 W, Tz= 34 C, T = 17 C, ATes= 1.5 0C)
5.3. Evaporator airflow and condenser airflow optimization
In the final optimization, the sensitivity of COP value to both the evaporator and
condenser airflow rates is analyzed. The evaporator fan speed stayed almost constant through
the measurements and hence, the evaporator flow versus speed and power versus speed
characteristics are not known. The evaporator airflow versus speed characteristic is assumed to
be equal to that of the condenser fan and the power versus speed is scaled using condenser fan
data, as explained in Chapter 3.
The optimization is performed for the model variation M4 using evaporator airflow V
and condenser airflow V,, as the optimization variables, and measured data Qe , m, T m,
A Tesh m, and A Tsc m as other inputs to the model. In the grid search both optimization variables
are changed in 0.05 m3/s increments. COPm* is calculated using the same measured data as
inputs, and also measured V m and Vo
The optimization results given in Appendix B show that the sensitivity of COP to the
evaporator airflow is larger than for the condenser airflow. While the condenser airflow mostly
influences the condensing pressure and compressor pressure ratio, the evaporator airflow
influences the evaporating pressure and pressure ratio and, more importantly, it influences the
compressor inlet state. For higher evaporator airflow, the evaporating temperature and pressure
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increase and the compressor speed decreases due to higher density. Both of these result in a
lower compressor power consumption per unit mass.
The first example of how the power consumption changes with the evaporator and
condenser airflow change is shown for the measurement point 40, which has the typical
summer day conditions. It can be seen from Figure 5-5 that for this particular measurement
point the total power consumption changes significantly not just with the evaporator, but also
with the condenser airflow. This is also shown in Appendix B (Figure B- 6) where only the
condenser airflow rate is optimized. In that case, the change between COP,nax and COP,,* value
was more obvious for this point than for the majority of other points.
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Figure 5-5: Total power consumption versus evaporator
and condenser airflow for point 40
(Q,= 1290 W, Tz= 24 C, To = 30 0 C, ATesh = 2.6 C , A Te = 3.3 C)
For the evaporator and condenser airflow optimization, both predicted optimal airflows
were 0.35 m3/s, while the measured are 0.14 and 0.63. The optimized (red) and measured
(black) cooling processes are shown in the T-s diagram in Figure 5-6:
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Figure 5-6: Cooling process T-s diagram for measured and optimal predicted evaporator and
condenser airflow for point 40
(Qe= 1290 W, Tz= 24 C, To = 30 *C, A Tesh = 2.6 *C, ATs = 3.3 C)
The parameters for three different cases for the same measurement point 40 are shown in
Table 5-4. In the first case, all HPM inputs are from measured data, in the second case, the
condenser airflow is optimized and the other inputs are from the measured data, and in the third
case, the evaporator and condenser airflows are optimized and other inputs are from the
measured data.
Vz (m3/s) V0 (m3/s) Teavg (0C) Teav (0C) Te4 ("C) mref (kg/s)
Case 1 0.14 0.63 14 34 31 0.0061
Case 2 0.14 0.35 14 36 33 0.0062
Case 3 0.35 0.35 19 35 32 0.0062
f (Hz) Je (W) Je (W) KW (W) J (W) COP ()
Case 1 19.6 25 49 147 221 5.8
Case 2 20.1 25 10 160 195 6.6
Case 3 17.4 33 10 123 166 7.8
Table 5-4: P op) and Case
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arameters for point 40 for Case 1 (Vz-, .and V, .), Case 2 (V ,, and V,,_
3 (V op and V, op)
(Qe= 1290 W, Tz= 24 0C, To = 30 C, A Tesh = 2.6 C , ATsc = 3.3 *C)
A different example is the measurement point 8, for which the COP value did not
change much when optimizing only the condenser airflow, but changed extremely when
optimizing both airflows. It is important to note that the outside temperature for this point was
lower than the inside temperature, and in reality, free-cooling could be used. However, even
when the outside air temperature is lower than the inside and hence, free-cooling can be
applied, the required supply air flow rate can be much larger than for the heat pump operation
mode (smaller temperature difference between the supply air and the room temperature requires
larger airflow rates). In that case, the fan energy could be larger than the energy to run the heat
pump and free-cooling would not be beneficial.
From the grid search results for the measurement point 8 (Figure 5-7) it can be
concluded that the power consumption for this point is much more sensitive to the evaporator
than to the condenser airflow change.
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Figure 5-7: Total power consumption versus evaporator
and condenser airflow for point 8
(Qe = 4048 W, Tz= 34 C, T = 17 C, ATesh = 1.5 *C, ATsc = 2 C)
The below T-s diagram of the measured and optimized process visually explains why
large differences in the COP value between two processes occur. Due to the large airflows, the
optimized process cycle (red) is much more narrow compared to measured (black), and the
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Figure 5-8: Cooling process T-s diagram for measured and optimal predicted evaporator and
condenser airflow for point 8
(Q,= 4048 W, Tz= 34 C, T, = 17 C, ATesh= 1.5 0C , ATs, = 17.6 C)
The power consumption sensitivity to the condenser and evaporator airflows change can
be analyzed if we again compare the relevant parameters for three cases (measured, condenser
airflow optimization and both airflows optimization):
V2(mIs) VO (m3I/s) Te avg (C) Tcav (0C) Tc4 CC) mref(kg/s)
Case 1 0.13 0.44 0 37 19 0.0172
Case 2 0.13 0.60 0 36 18 0.0171
Case 3 0.65 0.65 23 28 25 0.0181
f(Hz) Je (W) Jc (W) KW (W) J (W) COP ()
Case 1 108 24 22 1209 1255 3.2
Case 2 106 24 44 1151 1219 3.3
Case 3 42 76 53 160 289 14
Table 5-5: P ) and Case -3
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arameters for point 8 for Case 1 (Vz_, and V_in), Case 2 (V .and VO Opt
(Vopt and V op)
(Qe= 4048 W, Tz= 34 C, To = 17 C, ATesh= 1.5 0C , ATs, = 17.6 C)
In addition to the point 8, points that also have higher zone than outside temperatures and
hence show similar behavior and large COP differences in Figure B- 12 are the measurement
points 5 - 9, 13, 54 and 55.
When plotted systematically for the given zone and ambient temperature and a range of
cooling rates, the optimal evaporator airflow and condenser airflow show a recognizable
pattern. In the example in Figure 5-9, the zone temperature was set to 25 'C, outside
temperature to 30 0C and the cooling rate was changed from 2 kW to 3.2 kW in 0.4 kW
increments. The optimal predicted airflows shift from lower values for lower cooling loads to
higher airflows for higher loads. It is also important to recognize that for low partial-load ratios
the sensitivity of the total power consumption to the evaporator and condenser airflow rates in
high. Since the low-lift cooling system is run at lower part-load ratios most of the time, the
optimization process is crucial for energy saving potential.
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Figure 5-9: Total power consumption versus the evaporator and
condenser airflows for different cooling rates
(Tz = 25 C, To = 30 C, ATesh 2C, ATsc 6C)
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5.4. Heat pump optimal performance map
Although the optimization in this chapter was preformed for only 82 measured points and
a limited range of input parameters, the optimization algorithm can produce the optimal
performance heat pump maps. One example is shown in Figure 5-10 for the zone temperature
25 C, ambient temperatures 20 - 40 C in 5 C increments and cooling rates 0.8 - 4 kW in 0.4
kW increments.
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Figure 5-10: Heat pump performance map for the zone temperature 25 0C
(Tz= 25 C, ATesh= 2 C, ATs = 6 C)
This map shows the potential for the heat pump energy savings when thermal storage, the
important part of the low-lift cooling technology, is used. Thermal storage allows us to cool
water during the night when T, is lower and to store chilled water for the next day. The
significant decrease in the power consumption can be seen in Figure 5-10 for given cooling
load between, for example, a hot summer day with T, = 30 C and a summer night with T, = 20
0C.
The heat pump map shown in Figure 5-10 predicts what is the lowest power consumption
for the given cooling rate, ambient and zone temperature, meaning the power consumption for
the optimal cooling cycle. However, it does not show how that cooling cycle can be achieved,
which is the crucial information for the HVAC equipment control. The optimal process will be
achieved for the specific combination of the evaporator airflow rate, condenser airflow rate and
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the corresponding compressor speed. Since the airflow rate is proportional to the fan speed,
using the optimizer algorithm, the optimal evaporator fan speed, condenser fan speed and
compressor speed for given conditions can be predicted, which then completely defines the
cooling cycle and HVAC operation point. The maps that show the evaporator airflow rate to
compressor speed ratio and the condenser airflow to compressor speed ratio, both as functions
of the cooling load and temperature difference are shown in Figure 5-11 and Figure 5-12.
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Figure 5-12: Condenser airflow to compressor speed ratio map
(Tz= 25 0C, A Tesh = 2 C, ATsc = 6 0 C)
Although curves in Figure 5-11 and Figure 5-12 show the expected general trend, some
deviations for particular cooling loads can be noticed. One of the future work objectives will be
to analyze and to improve these deviations, especially because these heat pump maps can be
very useful in the simulation and control of larger mechanical systems. They predict not just the
lowest power consumption for the given cooling rate, ambient temperature and zone
temperature, but also the compressor speed and fan speeds needed to achieve that optimal
operation point. One example of the potential usage is for the control of the low-lift cooling
systems that are being implemented in the test rooms at MIT and Masdar Institute. If the
cooling loads and weather forecast are predicted for the next day, the heat pump maps can be
used to define how the optimal process should run, and what is the predicted minimal power
consumption.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion and future work
The steady-state heat pump model is developed from first principles using a component-
modeling approach. The required model inputs are the cooling rate, zone and ambient
temperature, evaporator and condenser airflow, and desired desuperheating and subcooling
temperature differences. The steady-state operating point is then calculated for a given set of
input parameters and the model output parameters are the power consumption, mass flow rate,
compressor speed, condenser exchanged heat, temperatures and pressures in the evaporator,
temperatures and pressures in the condenser, compressor inlet and outlet pressures and pressure
drops in different heat pump regions.
The components being modeled are the evaporator, the compressor and the condenser,
called in that order.
The compressor sub-model calculates the compressor speed, compressor power and
discharge temperature for a given mass flow rate, compressor inlet state and outlet pressure.
The shaft speed is calculated using the volumetric efficiency model and the compressor power
is calculated as the power required for isentropic work, corrected by the combined efficiency
that takes into account all losses in the compressor. The compressor outlet temperature is
calculated from the compressor heat balance, where the lubricant oil is assumed to have a
constant mass fraction.
The evaporator is divided into the evaporating and desuperheating region and then the
heat balance is calculated for each region using the e-NTU method. The condenser is modeled
essentially the same as the evaporator, except it consists of the desuperheating, condensing and
subcooling regions. The user has the option to either specify a constant UA value for each heat
exchanger or to specify the heat exchanger geometry, in which case the program calculates the
heat transfer coefficients for the geometry, airflow rate and refrigerant mass flow rate. The heat
transfer coefficients are calculated separately for air stream, two-phase and single-phase
refrigerant flows. The second user option is to include evaporator desuperheating and
condenser subcooling into consideration, or to neglect them. If desuperheating and subcooling
are neglected, zero evaporator desuperheating and zero condenser subcooling are assumed, and
the whole evaporator is considered as the evaporating region and the condenser as the
desuperheating and condensing regions. The user does not have the possibility to neglect the
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desuperheating region in the condenser. The third user option is to chose whether the pressure
drop inside the heat exchangers and the connecting pipes will be considered or not. If the
pressure drop calculation option is turned on, the pressure drop is calculated separately for the
two-phase and single-phase refrigerant flow. Including more of these phenomena will result in
higher accuracy but also in longer computational time, so the user has the possibility to decide
which amongst two objectives, accuracy or computational time, has the more important role.
The model is compared against 82 measured points collected from the Mitsubishi "Mr.
Slim" heat pump by Nick Gayeski [ 20 ]. Some measured parameters have been used as the
inputs to the heat pump model, and the other measured parameters are used for the comparison
with the model outputs. The measured and predicted parameters were compared on the
component and on the system level for four different model variations. The first variation is the
model that does not consider evaporator desuperheating and condenser subcooling (both set to
zero), has no pressure drops, and assumes constant UA values for both heat exchangers. The
second variation is the same set-up as the first model, except evaporator desuperheating and
condenser subcooling are included. The third model variation includes the heat transfer
coefficient calculations, desuperheating and subcooling, while the fourth model has all options
turned on. The results show significant differences between the models in the parameter
predictions, especially between the first model (the simplest model), and the third and fourth
model. For the majority of the parameters, the best accuracy was achieved using the third and
fourth model. The exceptions were the compressor inlet pressure and power consumption, for
which the fourth model did not perform accurately enough. However, it is shown that the model
accuracy is strongly related to the evaporating temperature prediction, since that temperature
influences the evaporator pressure drop and compressor inlet state, which in turn has an impact
on the compressor power consumption. The evaporating temperature under-predication leads to
over-prediction of the calculated evaporator pressure drop, very low suction pressures and large
over-prediction of the compressor power consumption. When predicted evaporating
temperatures were closer to the measured (less than 2 K under-prediction), the fourth model has
shown the best accuracy among all four model variations with the 6% RMS in COP.
Finally, the grid search model optimization is developed to find the optimal operation
point, which is the point with the lowest power consumption for the given cooling rate, zone
temperature and ambient temperature. The optimization variables can be the evaporator airflow
rate, condenser airflow rate, condenser subcooling, or any combination of these. Using the heat
pump optimization algorithm, the heat pump maps can be developed for a range of cooling
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loads, zone temperatures and ambient conditions. These maps can be very useful in other
simulation models where a heat pump is a part of the more complex system.
The main objective for the future work is the development of a faster optimization
algorithm, which will probably go in the direction of using the MATLAB built-in optimization
functions. From the grid search for all 82 measured points it seems that the power-airflow,
power-subcooling and power-airflow-subcooling dependence curves and surfaces are smooth
for the whole search area, which means that the gradient-based method could potentially be
used. However, the code has some conditional statements (if-then constructs), which can hinder
the performance of the gradient-based method. Another option would be to use genetic
algorithms, which would overcome this problem, but also require much more computational
time.
Regarding the component sub-models, the evaporator and condenser fan will be modeled
using the fan laws rather than fitting polynomial curves to the measured data. Using power law
functions is preferred because the iteration can safely go outside the training data range, which
might not be the case with the polynomial curve fitting approach. Also, the six constants
needed for the compressor model have been determined using the measurement data for all 82
points. It would be interesting to analyze what is the minimum number of experimental points
(and at what operating conditions) that is sufficient for a relatively accurate compressor sub-
model. It is shown that the evaporating temperature prediction strongly influences the model
accuracy and hence it is important to show in the future work what input parameter errors and
assumption have the strongest impact on the evaporating temperature errors. Also, an additional
evaporator sub-model needs to be developed for the water-cooled instead of air-cooled
evaporator since Armstrong's suggested low-lift cooling system is using hydronic radiant
cooling.
Further, a free-cooling operation mode has not been modeled at this stage of the model
development and it would be beneficial to have that option included, especially for low-lift
cooling technology analysis.
Finally, as seen in part 5.4, all heat pump performance curves show the expected general
trend, but for some of them, the bumps for particular input conditions occur. For the future
work, it is important to address and resolve this problem, which might be related to heat pump
model convergence or with particular parameter prediction accuracy.
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Appendix A: Constant UA value estimate
The evaporator and condenser constant UA values for M1 and M2 are calculated using
the standard operation data from "Mr. Slim" manual (Table A-1).
Cooling capacity Qe 2.78 kW
Evaporator airflow Ve 0.142 m3/s
Evaporator fan speed We 1160 rpm
Evaporator fan power Pe 0.019 kW
Inlet air temperature Tair,ime 16.7 C
Outlet air temperature Tair,out,e 13.9 "C
Condenser airflow Vc 0.511 m3/s
Condenser fan speed we 830 rpm
Compressor + condenser fan power Jout 0.85 kW
o Inlet air temperature Tair,in,c 35 "C
Suction temperature Tcompin 9 OC
9 Condensing temperature Te 43.3 "C
Table A-I: Standard operation data for "Mr. Slim" [29]
Even for the standard operation point some values necessary for the UA value
calculations are not given by the manufacturer, so several assumptions have been made:
* The evaporator outlet temperature Te3 is equal to the suction temperature (Tcomp in)
* There is 2-3 C desuperheating (A TesA) in the evaporator, which was the typical
overheating during the "Mr. Slim" experimental measurements
* From the total outdoor unit power specified by the manufacturer (Jw), 0.03 kW is the
condenser fan power (Jc,as), based on the experimentally measured condenser fan power
for 0.5 m3/s (condenser airflow given by the manufacturer for the standard operation
data)
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From these assumptions and the standard operation data, parameters for the UA value
estimation are determined:
* Average evaporating temperature Te is 6.5 0C (Te3 -A Tsh =9 - 2.5)
" Power dissipated in the compressor KW is 0.82 kW (Jo, - Jc,as = 0.85 - 0.03)
* Condenser heat Q, is 3.6 kW (Q, + KW= 2.78 + 0.82)
e From the condenser heat (Qc), condenser airflow (V) and condenser inlet air
temperature (Tarin,c), calculated condenser outlet air temperature Tairoutrc is 41 C.
The UA value is estimated using the logarithmic mean temperature difference:
p.UAe *e (108)
ATios m,e
p.UAc - A (109)
ATiog m,c
where
(Taoute -Te )(Tmrime -Te )
ATogm,e T -T (110)
inair,out,ee
Tr,ine -Te
T ( c Tairn,c )(Tc -Tairoutc
ATIogm,c 
- T - Ta( 11i c air,mn,c
The estimated constant evaporator and condenser UA values are 220 W/K and 830 W/K
respectively.
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Appendix B: Optimization results
B.1. Condenser airflow optimization results
As mentioned in Chapter 5, the optimization was performed for all four model variations
with the condenser airflow (V) as the optimization variable. All other input parameters (Qem,
Tzm, TO,, Vz m, A Tesh m, and A T,, r,) are taken from the measured data. Figure B- I shows
how the optimal condenser airflow changes between M1 - M4. It can be seen that the optimal
value curve shows very similar behavior for all four models and that the values for M1 - M4
are similar for a single measurement point.
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Figure B- 1: Optimal condenser airflow for M1 - M4
The comparision between the measured and optimal condenser airflow is shown in Figure
B- 2. Because the optimal value curve shows similar trends for all four model variations, only
the comparison for M4 is presented. The measured condenser airflow for a given point is, of
course, equal for all four models, for which the optimal values are shown in Figure B- 1 (black
are the measured and red are the predicted values).
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Figure B- 2: Measured and optimal condenser airflow for M4
Although results show differences between the optimal predicted and non-optimal
measured condenser airflow, there is almost no change in the COP values according to the
results shown for all four model variations in Figure B- 3 - Figure B- 6. Slight changes can
seen for points 1 - 3 and 35 - 41, which are the points with the lowest cooling rate, so small
absolute changes in the total power consumption result in significant relative changes in the
total power consumption and COP.
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Figure B- 3: COPm* and COP,,ax for model M1
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Figure B- 4: COPm* and COPmax for model M2
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Figure B- 5: COPm* and COPm,. for model M3
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Figure B- 6: COP.* and COPmax for model M4
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B.2. Condenser airflow and subcooling optimization results
The optimization is performed with model variation M4 using the condenser airflow V
and subcooling temperature difference A Tse as the optimization variables and the measured
data Qe m, Tz m, To m, Vzm, and A Tesh , as other inputs to the model. From the predicted
optimal condenser airflow rate and subcooling temperature difference shown in Figure B- 7 and
Figure B- 8 (black are the measured and red are the predicted values) it can be seen that when
the subcooling temperature is added as an optimizing variable, the optimal condenser airflows
are somewhat different than the optima reported in section B. 1, where only the condenser
airflow is optimized. Also, the predicted optimal subcooling temperature differences are for
most points lower than the measured ones.
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Figure B- 7: Measured and optimal condenser airflow for M4
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Figure B- 8: Measured and optimal condenser subcooling for M4
Despite the differences between the predicted optimal and measured values for both the
condenser airflow and subcooling temperature difference, the COP comparison shows very
small changes between COP.* and COP., (Figure B- 9).
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Figure B- 9: COP.* and COP. for model M4
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B.3. Evaporator airflow and condenser airflow optimization results
The optimization is performed for the model variation M4 using evaporator airflow V
and condenser airflow V, as the optimization variables, and measured data Qe m, T m, To,
A Tesh m, and A T,, , as other inputs to the model.
The results show that the optimal evaporator airflows are much higher than the
measured (Figure B- 10) and the optimal condenser airflows fluctuate from point to point in the
similar fashion as for the previous optimizations (Figure B- 11), but the fluctuations have
smaller amplitude than before (most of them are in the range from 0.3 to 0.55 m3/s).
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Figure B- 10: Measured and optimal evaporator airflow for M4
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Figure B- 11: Measured and optimal condenser airflow for M4
In contrast to the previous optimization parameters, the COP values show significant
sensitivity to the evaporator airflow:
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Figure B- 12: COP.* and COPmax for model M4
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Appendix C: Measurement data
The parameters that are directly measured are the temperatures (except Tc2) and
pressures, compressor shaft speed, compressor 3-phase power, condenser airflow rate,
condenser fan speed, and condenser fan power. The cooling rate is calculated from a power
measurement of load on the evaporator, as well as the temperature difference and heat transfer
coefficient between the insulated zone served by the evaporator and its surroundings. The
evaporator desuperheating is calculated as Te - TeI. The condenser subcooling is calculated as
Tc2- TI1, where Tc2 (average condensing temperature) is calculated using the assumption that
the average condensing pressure is equal to the compressor outlet pressure Pcomp o,. The
evaporator airflow rate V is calculated from the cooling rate and the air-side temperature
difference Te,airin - Te,air out. The refrigerant mass flow rate is calculated from the cooling rate
and the evaporator enthalpy difference, where the assumption is made that the evaporator inlet
enthalpy is equal to the conenser outlet enthalpy.
Tz T, Tei TeO Tei Tc2  Tc4  ATesh ATsc Te,airin Te,air,out Tc.aoin Tc,arout
(*C) ") C)(*C (*C (C) (C) (*C) (C) (C) (C) (C) (*C)
1 14.0 15.4 5.9 8.0 33.3 11.6 16.3 2.1 -4.7 14.9 8.2 15.4 17.7
2 14.0 15.3 5.8 7.9 33.3 11.5 16.3 2.1 -4.8 14.8 8.1 15.4 17.7
3 14.0 15.4 5.8 8.0 33.2 11.5 16.4 2.1 -4.9 14.8 8.2 15.4 17.7
4 14.0 16.0 -3.8 -1.2 84.6 27.4 17.9 2.7 9.6 17.4 -1.3 16.3 21.4
5 24.0 16.7 1.9 4.3 81.4 30.6 19.3 2.4 11.2 28.1 4.6 16.7 23.3
6 34.0 17.1 7.1 9.1 80.0 34.0 21.2 2.0 12.7 38.5 10.4 17.1 25.4
7 34.0 17.2 7.2 9.2 80.3 34.2 21.5 1.9 12.8 38.6 10.5 17.3 25.7
8 34.0 17.3 7.1 8.6 80.1 34.1 21.4 1.5 12.7 38.1 10.2 17.3 25.7
9 34.0 17.3 7.1 8.9 80.0 34.1 21.3 1.8 12.8 38.5 10.4 17.2 25.5
10 14.0 22.5 4.7 5.8 49.8 22.5 23.5 1.1 -1.0 15.6 6.7 22.7 26.3
11 14.0 22.5 0.7 1.9 68.4 29.6 23.5 1.2 6.0 17.0 1.8 22.4 28.3
12 14.0 22.5 -2.5 -0.2 96.1 34.4 24.4 2.3 10.0 17.0 -0.3 22.7 28.3
13 24.0 22.5 3.2 5.2 91.4 37.3 25.6 2.0 11.7 28.0 5.8 22.8 30.3
14 14.0 30.0 6.2 8.5 74.7 37.4 33.2 2.3 4.2 15.4 7.6 30.0 39.9
15 14.0 30.0 5.7 8.4 69.7 33.9 31.6 2.7 2.2 15.4 7.4 30.2 36.3
16 14.0 30.2 6.0 7.6 66.0 32.4 30.9 1.6 1.5 15.5 7.2 30.3 34.8
17 14.0 30.1 6.0 7.7 65.5 32.5 31.0 1.7 1.4 15.6 7.3 30.5 34.9
18 14.0 30.0 6.0 7.6 66.4 32.7 31.2 1.6 1.5 15.4 7.3 30.4 35.0
19 14.0 30.0 5.8 8.1 65.3 31.7 30.5 2.2 1.2 15.4 7.3 30.7 34.2
20 14.0 30.0 5.9 7.5 63.3 30.3 30.3 1.7 0.0 15.2 7.1 30.0 32.8
21 14.0 30.0 6.0 8.1 63.3 30.4 30.5 2.1 -0.1 15.6 7.4 30.3 32.9
22 14.0 30.0 6.1 6.8 63.1 31.2 31.2 0.7 0.0 15.3 7.2 30.9 33.4
23 14.0 30.0 1.8 3.5 90.4 42.7 32.6 1.6 10.1 16.6 2.9 30.6 40.5
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25 14.0 30.0 1.7 3.1 81.4 37.6 31.2 1.4 6.4 16.7 2.5 30.2 35.5
26 14.0 30.0 1.5 3.0 78.8 36.0 30.1 1.6 5.9 16.7 2.5 30.1 34.3
27 14.0 30.0 1.5 3.8 78.1 34.9 30.9 2.2 4.1 16.7 2.5 29.8 32.9
28 14.0 30.0 1.4 3.7 78.0 34.7 30.8 2.2 3.9 16.6 2.5 30.1 32.8
29 14.0 30.0 0.4 1.8 106.6 46.6 34.3 1.4 12.3 16.9 1.2 30.1 41.9
30 14.0 30.0 -0.5 1.0 108.1 44.5 33.1 1.5 11.4 17.1 0.5 29.9 38.2
31 14.0 30.0 -0.6 0.1 106.9 43.5 33.1 0.7 10.4 17.2 0.2 30.0 36.6
32 14.0 30.0 -0.8 0.4 104.7 41.6 32.4 1.3 9.2 17.2 0.1 30.1 35.0
33 14.0 30.0 -1.0 1.0 104.0 40.5 32.1 2.0 8.4 17.2 0.2 30.2 34.1
34 14.0 30.0 -1.3 1.2 103.3 39.3 31.4 2.5 7.9 17.1 0.3 30.0 33.1
35 24.0 30.0 16.4 18.1 59.3 34.6 34.2 1.7 0.4 25.1 17.8 30.0 38.5
36 24.0 30.0 16.2 18.0 54.4 31.7 32.2 1.8 -0.5 25.3 17.6 30.1 35.6
37 24.0 30.0 16.0 17.9 53.6 30.8 32.0 1.9 -1.2 25.2 17.5 30.1 34.5
38 24.0 30.0 16.1 18.1 52.1 29.9 31.6 2.1 -1.6 25.5 17.7 29.9 33.4
39 24.0 30.0 15.9 18.1 51.6 29.3 31.3 2.2 -2.0 25.3 17.5 29.8 32.7
40 24.0 30.0 15.7 18.3 51.5 28.8 31.0 2.6 -2.1 25.3 17.5 30.0 32.3
41 24.0 30.0 15.9 17.6 49.5 28.4 31.1 1.7 -2.6 25.3 17.5 30.1 32.1
42 24.0 30.0 8.5 10.0 86.0 45.6 35.7 1.5 9.8 26.9 9.8 30.4 44.2
43 24.0 30.0 8.1 9.6 77.3 40.0 34.5 1.5 5.5 27.0 9.4 30.2 39.7
44 24.0 30.0 8.1 9.5 74.8 38.5 33.7 1.4 4.7 27.0 9.3 30.6 37.9
45 24.0 30.0 7.8 9.6 72.8 36.6 32.4 1.8 4.2 27.1 9.2 30.1 35.9
46 24.0 30.0 7.8 9.4 71.9 36.1 32.4 1.6 3.8 27.0 9.1 30.6 35.5
47 24.0 30.0 7.1 10.0 71.2 34.5 31.4 2.9 3.0 26.9 9.1 29.7 33.7
48 24.0 30.0 5.7 8.0 107.1 50.4 36.5 2.3 13.9 27.0 7.2 30.5 47.0
49 24.0 30.0 4.8 7.4 103.2 46.2 33.5 2.6 12.7 27.1 6.5 29.9 41.4
50 24.0 30.0 4.5 6.4 102.4 44.6 32.9 1.9 11.7 27.1 6.2 30.6 38.2
51 24.0 30.0 4.2 5.4 100.0 43.1 32.3 1.1 10.8 27.1 6.1 30.3 36.3
52 24.0 30.0 4.0 6.0 99.0 41.8 31.6 2.0 10.2 27.3 6.1 30.0 35.1
53 24.0 30.0 4.0 5.5 96.8 40.7 30.9 1.4 9.8 27.2 5.9 29.9 33.7
54 34.0 30.0 13.4 16.2 75.0 40.9 33.8 2.8 7.1 37.2 15.6 30.1 38.6
55 34.0 30.0 10.1 13.7 98.1 46.8 34.7 3.6 12.1 38.1 13.1 30.5 40.2
56 27.0 35.1 12.6 13.6 75.3 42.5 38.2 1.0 4.3 30.0 13.8 34.8 42.1
57 27.0 35.0 12.5 14.1 75.3 42.1 38.7 1.5 3.4 30.2 14.1 34.9 42.0
58 14.0 37.5 6.5 9.5 78.9 38.9 38.0 3.0 0.9 15.0 7.8 37.3 40.8
59 14.0 37.5 3.0 4.6 94.6 45.8 39.7 1.6 6.1 16.5 3.6 37.5 43.3
60 14.0 37.5 0.7 3.3 110.5 48.0 39.4 2.6 8.6 16.7 2.0 37.9 42.8
61 24.0 37.5 8.6 11.4 88.1 45.5 38.9 2.8 6.6 27.0 10.4 37.0 42.7
62 24.0 37.5 6.8 8.0 104.6 50.0 40.6 1.3 9.4 27.2 7.7 37.6 43.8
63 34.0 37.5 15.1 16.3 84.3 48.8 42.5 1.1 6.2 36.9 16.9 38.0 45.6
64 34.0 37.5 12.9 14.1 98.1 51.8 42.6 1.2 9.2 37.5 14.4 37.7 46.5
65 14.0 45.0 7.9 10.1 90.5 46.7 45.6 2.3 1.2 15.0 8.7 44.9 48.0
66 14.0 45.0 8.0 9.8 90.2 46.2 45.4 1.8 0.7 15.1 8.7 44.9 47.4
67 14.0 45.0 7.8 9.9 90.9 46.2 45.7 2.1 0.5 14.9 8.6 45.2 47.3
68 14.0 45.0 7.7 10.6 90.6 45.9 45.6 2.9 0.3 15.1 8.8 45.2 46.9
69 14.0 45.0 4.4 6.1 110.8 54.3 46.8 1.7 7.5 16.1 4.7 45.0 50.6
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24 114.0 130.0 11.6 84.7 139.7 131.4 16.7 30.5 37.5
71 14.0 45.0 4.3 5.8 105.8 52.0 46.4 1.6 5.6 16.1 4.5 45.3 48.7
72 14.0 45.0 4.3 5.6 103.9 51.2 46.0 1.3 5.1 16.1 4.4 45.2 48.1
73 14.0 45.0 4.3 5.6 102.7 50.9 46.1 1.3 4.8 16.3 4.5 45.5 47.9
74 14.0 45.0 3.4 5.2 111.8 53.1 46.6 1.8 6.5 16.3 3.8 45.0 48.6
75 14.0 45.0 3.0 5.2 111.1 52.3 46.2 2.1 6.0 16.1 3.6 44.8 47.8
76 14.0 45.0 3.0 5.7 110.8 51.7 46.0 2.7 5.7 16.4 3.9 44.9 47.4
77 24.0 45.1 15.5 18.0 83.6 48.2 46.7 2.5 1.5 25.5 16.8 45.1 49.2
78 24.0 45.0 15.8 17.3 82.3 48.1 46.9 1.5 1.3 25.5 16.7 45.1 49.2
79 24.0 45.0 10.9 12.0 99.5 54.3 48.0 1.1 6.3 26.7 11.9 44.7 50.7
80 24.0 45.0 9.6 11.4 111.2 56.6 48.5 1.9 8.1 27.3 10.4 44.9 51.5
81 34.0 45.0 25.7 28.0 69.8 46.0 47.0 2.3 -0.9 35.6 27.4 45.1 48.2
82 34.0 45.0 15.2 15.9 102.3 56.6 49.2 0.7 7.4 36.9 16.3 44.7 52.3
Pei Pe3 Pcompout Vz V w0  f mref Qe KW Qc Jc(kPa) (kPa) (kPa) (m(/s) (m3/s) (rpm) (Hz) (kg/s) (kW) (kW) (kW) (kW)
1 935.0 932.1 1149.6 0.13 0.44 752 19 0.00475 1.121 0.094 1.149 0.022
2 933.9 930.6 1147.1 0.13 0.44 751 19 0.00470 1.110 0.094 1.149 0.022
3 934.4 930.3 1148.5 0.13 0.44 752 19 0.00471 1.111 0.094 1.151 0.022
4 667.7 543.1 1784.6 0.13 0.44 751 95 0.01301 3.070 0.961 4.050 0.022
5 816.6 669.1 1938.9 0.13 0.44 752 95 0.01605 3.774 1.040 4.624 0.022
6 970.5 795.0 2112.4 0.13 0.44 752 95 0.01744 4.068 1.116 5.452 0.022
7 975.1 798.6 2127.6 0.13 0.44 751 95 0.01751 4.076 1.122 5.476 0.022
8 971.5 795.9 2120.0 0.13 0.44 752 95 0.01742 4.048 1.119 5.467 0.022
9 971.7 795.8 2118.8 0.13 0.44 752 95 0.01748 4.070 1.118 5.448 0.022
10 896.2 881.4 1564.3 0.13 0.44 742 30 0.00668 1.486 0.230 1.654 0.021
11 785.8 724.8 1889.3 0.13 0.44 739 60 0.01109 2.479 0.588 3.115 0.021
12 703.2 566.0 2138.0 0.13 0.44 751 95 0.01290 2.901 1.085 3.938 0.022
13 854.9 694.9 2295.9 0.14 0.44 751 95 0.01628 3.654 1.173 4.665 0.022
14 937.4 923.5 2301.7 0.13 0.16 287 30 0.00634 1.313 0.326 1.577 0.002
15 926.4 909.7 2106.9 0.13 0.25 439 30 0.00639 1.344 0.302 1.558 0.005
16 930.3 916.3 2029.5 0.13 0.35 571 30 0.00651 1.371 0.291 1.557 0.010
17 930.7 916.7 2034.9 0.13 0.35 571 30 0.00655 1.378 0.292 1.555 0.010
18 930.2 918.2 2046.3 0.13 0.35 569 30 0.00649 1.362 0.293 1.551 0.010
19 925.5 910.9 1993.3 0.13 0.44 742 30 0.00648 1.372 0.273 1.553 0.021
20 927.3 911.2 1922.4 0.13 0.53 869 30 0.00649 1.374 0.277 1.616 0.033
21 930.2 914.8 1928.5 0.13 0.63 991 30 0.00656 1.389 0.277 1.671 0.048
22 933.6 918.5 1967.0 0.13 0.72 1113 30 0.00658 1.375 0.283 1.658 0.069
23 811.5 748.7 2620.2 0.13 0.25 436 60 0.01071 2.231 0.756 2.895 0.005
24 810.7 747.6 2433.8 0.13 0.35 568 60 0.01085 2.281 0.715 2.815 0.010
25 810.0 745.5 2316.1 0.13 0.43 731 60 0.01090 2.295 0.688 3.065 0.020
26 803.1 739.5 2223.5 0.13 0.53 868 60 0.01098 2.333 0.665 2:893 0.033
27 800.1 735.9 2165.0 0.13 0.63 995 60 0.01087 2.306 0.649 2.916 0.049
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70 114.0 145.0 14.5 1 5.9 1106.9 152.9 146.7 16.3 4.6 45.2 49.6
29 773.9 670.7 2873.0 0.13 0.25 439 80 0.01231 2.535 1.111 3.745 0.005
30 753.9 626.7 2737.0 0.13 0.35 571 89 0.01285 2.682 1.217 4.007 0.010
31 752.5 615.1 2668.4 0.13 0.44 747 93 0.01324 2.757 1.255 4.014 0.021
32 745.9 608.7 2549.6 0.13 0.54 872 93 0.01318 2.767 1.215 3.956 0.033
33 739.3 602.8 2483.2 0.13 0.63 996 93 0.01305 2.757 1.191 3.949 0.049
34 728.8 594.7 2414.0 0.13 0.72 1120 93 0.01288 2.742 1.165 3.942 0.070
35 1283.8 1272.1 2146.4 0.14 0.16 286 19 0.00593 1.220 0.171 1.392 0.002
36 1274.8 1263.1 1996.1 0.14 0.25 438 19 0.00606 1.271 0.155 1.356 0.005
37 1271.4 1260.3 1950.6 0.14 0.35 569 19 0.00604 1.268 0.151 1.355 0.010
38 1273.9 1261.5 1906.3 0.14 0.44 746 19 0.00612 1.292 0.146 1.346 0.021
39 1267.4 1256.3 1876.3 0.14 0.53 871 19 0.00610 1.290 0.143 1.355 0.033
40 1260.2 1249.4 1853.3 0.14 0.63 996 19 0.00606 1.290 0.142 1.336 0.049
41 1270.1 1258.3 1833.4 0.14 0.72 1120 19 0.00620 1.311 0.138 1.360 0.070
42 1013.9 931.1 2805.4 0.14 0.25 437 60 0.01409 2.877 0.802 3.489 0.005
43 1005.3 921.0 2454.2 0.14 0.35 568 60 0.01405 2.895 0.718 3.420 0.010
44 1002.2 917.8 2362.9 0.14 0.44 744 60 0.01396 2.896 0.695 3.379 0.021
45 990.9 908.7 2257.9 0.13 0.53 870 60 0.01377 2.895 0.669 3.357 0.033
46 989.8 907.8 2229.9 0.13 0.63 993 60 0.01378 2.896 0.661 3.374 0.049
47 969.5 890.5 2139.1 0.13 0.72 1116 60 0.01308 2.787 0.638 3.280 0.069
48 927.0 798.3 3138.1 0.13 0.25 442 84 0.01550 3.175 1.305 4.553 0.005
49 897.6 757.6 2846.2 0.13 0.35 575 88 0.01565 3.298 1.277 4.539 0.010
50 891.0 730.4 2742.5 0.13 0.44 752 93 0.01581 3.345 1.313 4.474 0.022
51 883.3 715.9 2644.6 0.13 0.54 878 95 0.01599 3.392 1.302 4.480 0.034
52 878.7 712.2 2564.2 0.13 0.64 1004 95 0.01589 3.402 1.274 4.528 0.050
53 876.6 707.9 2494.6 0.13 0.73 1128 95 0.01596 3.429 1.248 4.482 0.072
54 1179.0 1083.0 2508.0 0.14 0.44 753 60 0.01662 3.497 0.724 4.113 0.022
55 1069.2 893.6 2883.7 0.13 0.44 753 89 0.01842 3.897 1.329 5.285 0.022
56 1149.7 1079.7 2606.2 0.14 0.44 748 50 0.01316 2.618 0.609 3.051 0.021
57 1153.7 1083.3 2579.0 0.14 0.44 748 50 0.01325 2.629 0.603 3.030 0.021
58 947.0 924.7 2389.6 0.13 0.44 749 30 0.00612 1.218 0.337 1.542 0.021
59 847.9 773.3 2817.6 0.13 0.44 740 60 0.01076 2.104 0.796 2.876 0.021
60 784.5 681.9 2969.7 0.13 0.44 739 79 0.01201 2.373 1.129 3.500 0.021
61 1013.7 930.2 2799.3 0.13 0.44 739 60 0.01335 2.668 0.804 3.514 0.021
62 964.0 816.4 3108.5 0.13 0.44 753 95 0.01604 3.150 1.318 4.397 0.022
63 1252.2 1141.2 3020.9 0.14 0.44 753 60 0.01687 3.243 0.855 3.884 0.022
64 1163.8 1004.2 3241.5 0.14 0.44 752 81 0.01905 3.692 1.303 4.791 0.022
65 984.3 961.4 2882.5 0.13 0.44 752 30 0.00588 1.081 0.397 1.483 0.022
66 987.9 963.6 2844.7 0.13 0.54 877 30 0.00598 1.098 0.393 1.472 0.034
67 986.2 962.4 2842.9 0.13 0.63 1001 30 0.00586 1.074 0.393 1.475 0.050
68 983.4 961.1 2826.5 0.13 0.73 1125 30 0.00592 1.092 0.391 1.491 0.071
69 879.9 802.5 3428.4 0.13 0.35 574 60 0.01039 1.896 0.941 2.804 0.010
70 886.9 806.6 3324.0 0.13 0.44 752 60 0.01065 1.941 0.916 2.834 0.022
71 879.8 800.4 3252.7 0.13 0.54 876 60 0.01053 1.927 0.899 2.809 0.034
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28 1 798.4 734.2 12153.5 10.13 0.72 1119 60 10.01085 12.301 10.647 2.938 10.070
73 882.8 803.3 3171.4 0.13 0.73 1126 60 0.01070 1.959 0.880 2.822 0.071
74 857.1 764.0 3338.2 0.13 0.53 870 68 0.01117 2.043 1.041 3.142 0.033
75 846.3 755.6 3274.8 0.13 0.63 993 68 0.01103 2.029 1.021 3.106 0.049
76 842.7 751.7 3230.4 0.13 0.72 1117 68 0.01102 2.039 1.012 3.088 0.069
77 1247.1 1217.6 2982.6 0.14 0.44 752 30 0.00802 1.471 0.406 1.781 0.022
78 1260.0 1228.5 2976.6 0.14 0.44 752 30 0.00817 1.485 0.405 1.788 0.022
79 1091.6 989.4 3431.1 0.13 0.44 753 60 0.01347 2.437 0.957 3.301 0.022
80 1045.1 916.3 3607.0 0.13 0.44 753 75 0.01515 2.755 1.300 4.009 0.022
81 1674.7 1653.0 2834.0 0.14 0.44 749 19 0.00753 1.375 0.218 1.516 0.021
82 1245.4 1096.4 3610.1 0.14 0.44 753 74 0.01833 3.303 1.294 4.557 0.022
Table C- 1: Measured data [ 20 ]
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72 1 880.6 801.4 13192.6 10.13 10.63 1001 160 10.01061 11.945 10.885 2.812 10.050
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Appendix D: Code
The code map is shown in Figure D- 1. The main function is Solver.m, for which the
user needs to specify the cooling rate (in kW), zone temperature (in K), outside temperature
(in K), evaporator airflow rate (in m3/s), condenser airflow rate (in m3/s), evaporator
desuperheating (in K) and condenser subcooling (in K). The user also specifies different
options for pressure drops, heat transfer coefficients, desuperheating and subcooling
calculations:
esh flag = 1 .......... with evaporator desuperheating
esh-flag = 0 .......... without evaporator desuperheating (set to zero desuperheating)
csc flag = 1............ with condenser subcooling
csc flag = 0............ without condenser subcooling (set to zero subcooling)
htcflag = 1............ heat transfer coefficient is calculated
htcflag = 0............ heat transfer coefficient taken as constants
(specified in Parameters.m function)
dP-flag = 1 ............ pressure drop is calculated
dP-flag = 0 ............ pressure drop is not calculated (set to zero)
The heat exchanger geometry and compressor constants are defined in Parameters.m
function and they should be changed when a different heat pump than "Mr. Slim" is simulated.
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Call Solver.m with Q1,
Vz, V, T,,TO, dTesh'
dT , and user options
as inputs
Qe Vz, Tz, dTeh h I
mret T Te3 e3
~e3
P .
~compim
0
ref' Te3' Pcomp-in' Pcomp-outas
KW, f, T
comp out
m P ,Tref comp-out-as' comp out,
dPd
mrer TCOMP out' V, T0, dTS1
PeI, T 2, T 4, hiq Qc
Evaporator.m
Suction-pipe.m
Compressor.m
Discharge pipe.m
Condenser.m
Dp2ph.m
Dplph.m
IEfficiency.m
htce-in1.m
htcin2.m
htcex.m
Total_U.m
Dplph.m
Dp2ph.m
nd
2 LEVEL th3 LEVEL
Figure D- 1: The code map
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St
1 LEVEL
Evaporator sub-model
function [mref, Tel, Te2, Te3, Pel, Pe2, Pe3, yesh, dPe, dPesh,
exitflag] = Evaporator(Qe, hliq, Vz, dTesh, Tz, zO, eshflag,
htcflag, dP_flag, p)
options_e=optimset('LargeScale','off','Display','off','TolFun',O.O01);
% air properties at zone temperature
rhoz = refpropm ('D','T',Tz,'P',p.Pamb,'air');% density [kg/m3]
cpz = refpropm ('C','T',Tz,'P',p.Pamb,'air'); % thermal capac.[J/kgK]
% vapor quality at the end of evaporation
xoutep = 1;
mref = 0;
Tel = 0;
Te2 = 0;
Te3 = 0;
Pel = 0;
Pe2 = 0;
Pe3 = 0;
yesh = 0;
dPe = 0;
dPesh = 0;
% solving evaporator equations
[y,val,exitflag] = fsolve(@evaporator, zO, optionse);
% evaluating output variables
mref = y(l)*p.Cm;
Tel = y(2)*p.CT;
if eshflag
yesh = y(3)*p.CX1;
end
if dP flag & esh_flag
dPe = y(4)*p.CP2;
dPesh = y(5)*p.CP1;
elseif dP flag & ~esh_flag
dPe = y(3)*p.CP2;
end
function result = evaporator(y)
mref = y(l)*p.Cm;
Tel = y(2)*p.CT;
% .......................
% fix
if Tel > Tz
Tel=330;
disp('Tel>Tz')
end
% .......................
Pel = refpropm('P','T',Tel,'Qe',1,p.Refl,p.Ref2,p.Mix);
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if esh_flag
yesh = y(3)*p.CX1;
else
yesh = 0;
dTesh = 0;
end
if dPflag & esh flag
dPe = y(4)*p.CP2;
dPesh = y(5)*p.CP1;
elseif dPflag & -esh_flag
dPe = y(3)*p.CP2;
dPesh = 0;
elseif -dPflag
dPe = 0;
dPesh = 0;
end
yep = 1-yesh;
Pe2 = Pel - dPe;
Te2 = refpropm('T','P',Pe2,'Qe',l,p.Refl,p.Ref2,p.Mix);
he2 = refpropm('H','P',Pe2,'Qe',1,p.Refl,p.Ref2,p.Mix);
Pe3 = Pe2 - dPesh;
% EVAPORATING REGION
% refrigerant properties for evaporator region
[xinep, vinep, voutep, muepl, muep_oil, hfgep, kepl,...
...cpep_l, rhoep_l, rhoep v] = propep (Tel, Te2, hliq);
moil = p.xoil*mref; % mass flow of refrigerant oil [kg/s]
if htc_flag
% heat transfer coefficient for evaporating region
h-inep = htc in2 (mref, xoutep, xinep, hfgep, muep_l,...
...kep_l, cpepl, rhoep_l, rhoepv, yep, 1, p);
h_exep = htcex (Vz, Tz, 1, p);
Uep = totalU (h_inep, h-exep, 1, p);
UAep = yep*p.Aine*Uep; % [W/K]
else
UAep = p.UAe;
end
% thermal capacitance and effectiveness for evaporating region
Cep = yep*rhoz*cp z*Vz; % [W/K]
effep = 1 - exp(-UAep/Cep);
if esh_flag
% DESUPERHEATING REGION
% properties at desuperheating region outlet
Te3 = Tel + dTesh;
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% .......................
%fix
if Te3>Tz
disp ('error Te3>Tz')
Te3 = Tel + 0.5;
end
% ............. I..........
he3 = refpropm('H','T',Te3,'P',Pe3,p.Refl,p.Ref2,p.Mix);
% average properties for desuperheating region
Tesh av = (Te2+Te3)/2;
Pesh av = (Pe2+Pe3)/2;
[rhoeshav, mueshav, cpesh_av, keshav] = prop_esh...
...(Tesh av, Pesh av);
if htcflag
% heat transfer coeff. for desuperheating region
hinesh = htc inl (mref, muesh av, muesh av,...
... cpeshav, kesh_av, yesh, 1, p);
h exesh = htc ex (Vz, Tz, 1, p);
Uesh = totalU (hinesh, hexesh, 1, p);
UAesh = yesh*p.Aine*Uesh; % [W/K]
else
UAesh = p.UAe;
end
% thermal capac. and effect. for desuperheating region
Ceshl = mref*(he3 - he2)/(Te3-Te2);
Cesh2 = yesh*rho_z*cp_z*Vz;
Cesh min = min([Ceshl,Cesh2]);
Cesh max = max([Ceshl Cesh2]);
effesh = Efficiency(Ceshmin,Ceshmax,UAesh);
else
Te3 = Te2;
he3 = he2;
end
% EQUATIONS THAT NEED TO BE SATISFIED
result(l) = mref*(he3 - hliq) - 1000*Qe;
result(2) = mref*(he2-hliq)/(Tz - Tel) - Cep*eff-ep;
if esh_flag
result(3) = mref*(he3-he2)/(Tz - Te2) - Cesh-min*eff esh;
end
if dPflag & eshflag
result(4) = (dPe - Dp2ph (mref, moil, xinep, xoutep,...
...hfgep, vinep, voutep, muepl, muep_oil, yep, p, 1));
result(5) = dPesh - Dplph (mref, rhoeshav, mueshav,...
... yesh, p, 1);
elseif dPflag & esh_flag -0
result(3) = dPe - Dp2ph (mref, moil, xinep, xoutep,...
.hfgep, vinep, voutep, muep_l, muepoil, yep, p, 1);
end
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% making sure that x's and dP's > 0
if yesh<0
result = ones(size(y))*exp(-lelO*yesh);
end
if yesh>l
result = ones(size(y))*exp(lelO*yesh);
end
if dPe<0
result = ones(size(y))*exp(-lelO*dPe);
end
if dPesh<O
result = ones(size(y))*exp(-lelO*dPesh);
end
if (Tz - Tel)<0
result = ones(size(y))*10000;
end
end
function [xin, vin, vout, mu_1, muoil, hfg, k_1, cpl, rho_1,
rhov] = prop_ep (Tel, Te2, hliq)
Te-m = (Tel + Te2)/2;
h 1 = refpropm ('H','T',Tel,'Qe',O,p.Refl,p.Ref2,p.Mix);
if hliq < h_1
xin = 0;
rhoin = refpropm ('D','T',Tel,'Qe',0,p.Refl,p.Ref2,p.Mix);
disp ('hliq < hl');
else
xin = refpropm('Q','T',Tel,'H',hliq,p.Refl,p.Ref2,p.Mix);
rhoin= refpropm('D','T',Tel,'H',hliq,p.Refl,p.Ref2,p.Mix);
end
rhoout = refpropm ('D','T',Te2,'Qe',1,p.Refl, p.Ref2, p.Mix);
vin = 1/rhoin;
vout = 1/rhoout;
mu_1 = refpropm ('V','T',Tel,'Qe',0,p.Refl, p.Ref2, p.Mix);
mu oil = (250+(Te_m-273)/100*(3.7-250))*10A(-6)/1000;
h_v = refpropm ('H','T',Tem,'Qe',l,p.Refl,p.Ref2,p.Mix);
hfg = h v - h 1; % heat of vaporisation
k_1 = refpropm ('L','T',Tem,'Qe',0,p.Refl,p.Ref2,p.Mix);
cp_1 = refpropm ('C','T',Tem,'Qe',0,p.Refl,p.Ref2,p.Mix);
rho_1 = refpropm ('D','T',Tem,'Qe',O,p.Refl,p.Ref2,p.Mix);
rhov = refpropm ('D','T',Tem,'Qe',l,p.Refl,p.Ref2,p.Mix);
end
function [rhoav, muav, cav, kav] = propesh (Tav, Pav)
rhoav = refpropm ('D','T',Tav,'P',P_av,p.Refl, p.Ref2,p.Mix);
muav = refpropm ('V','T',Tav,'P',P_av,p.Refl, p.Ref2,p.Mix);
c_av = refpropm ('C','T',Tav,'P',Pav,p.Refl, p.Ref2,p.Mix);
k_av = refpropm ('L','T',T av,'P',Pav,p.Refl, p.Ref2,p.Mix);
end
end
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Suction pipe sub-model
function [Pcomp_in, dPs] = Suction-pipe (mref, Te3, Pe3, p)
% setting initial guess
dPsO = 5; % [kPa]
optionss = optimset('LargeScale','off','Display','off');
% setting pressure drop equation
dPs = fsolve(@PressureDrop,dPsO,optionss);
% evaluating output variable
dPs;
Pcomp-in = Pe3-dPs;
function result = PressureDrop (dPs)
% properties for Te3 and average pressure in suction pipe
Pcomp-in = Pe3-dPs;
Psav = (Pe3+Pcomp-in)/2;
rhos = refpropm ('D','T',Te3,'P',Ps_av,p.Refl,p.Ref2,p.Mix);
mus = refpropm ('V','T',Te3,'P',Ps_av,p.Refl,p.Ref2,p.Mix);
% equation that needs to be satisfied
result = dPs - Dplph (mref, rhos, mus, 1, p, 2);
end
end
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Compressor sub-model
function [Tcomp_out, f, KW, Qoil, exitflag_m] = Compressor(mref,
Tcomp_in, Pcomp_in, Pcomp out, To, zO, p)
options-m =optimset('LargeScale','off','Display','off','TolFun',le-6);
Tcompout = 0;
f =0;
KW =0;
Q oil =0;
% properties at compressor inlet
rhocomp_in=refpropm('D','T',Tcompin,'P',Pcomp_in,p.Refl,p.Ref2,p.Mix)
hcompin =refpropm('H','T',Tcomp_in,'P',Pcomp_in,p.Refl,p.Ref2,p.Mix);
scompin =refpropm('S','T',Tcompin,'P',Pcomp_in,p.Refl,p.Ref2,p.Mix);
rhoboth=refpropm('D','P',Pcompout,'S',scompin,p.Refl,p.Ref2,p.Mix);
% constants
ns = log(Pcompout/Pcomp_in)/log(rhoboth/rhocomp_in);
cp = refpropm ('C','T',Tcompin,'P',Pcompin,p.Refl,p.Ref2,p.Mix);
cv = refpropm ('O','T',Tcomp_in,'P',Pcomp_in,p.Refl,p.Ref2,p.Mix);
k = cp/cv;
moil = p.xoil*mref; % mass flow of refrigerant oil [kg/s]
vdot = mref/rhocompin; % volumetric flow rate
Prat = Pcompout/Pcomp_in; % pressure ratio
% ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++.+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
% calculating frequency
etaV = 1-p.C2*((Prat^(1/ns))-1);
f = (vdot + p.C3*(Pcomp_out-Pcompin)/1000)./(p.C1*etaV);
w = f*60/1800; % RPM/1800 RPM
% calculating power
etacomb = p.C4 + p.C5*exp(p.C6*Prat);
KW = (1/etacomb)*mref*(ns/(ns-1))*(Pcomp in/rhocomp_in)*...
... ((Prat^((ns-1)/ns))-1); % kW
% itterating discharge temperature
[y,val,exitflag_m] = fsolve(@compressor,zO,optionsm);
Tcompout = y(1);
% checking
if Tcomp_out < To
display ('Tcomp_out < To');
end
function result = compressor (y)
Tcomp_out =y();
if Tcomp_out> 430
Tcomp-out=430;
end
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hcompout=refpropm('H','T',Tcomp_out,'P ',...
... Pcompout,p.Refl,p.Ref2,p.Mix);
Q_comp = mref* (hcompout-hcomp_in)/1000; % kW
Q_oil = moil*p.coil*(Tcomp_out-Tcompin)/1000; % kW
% equation that needs to be satisfied
result (1) = KW-Q comp-Q oil;
end
end
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Discharge pipe sub-model
function [dPd] = Dischargepipe (mref, Tcomp_out, Pcomp_out, p)
% setting initial guess
dPdO = 5; % [kPa]
optionsd = optimset('LargeScale','off','Display','off');
% setting pressure drop equation
dPd = fsolve(@PressureDrop,dPdO,optionsd);
% evaluating output variable
dPd;
function result = PressureDrop (dPd)
% prop. for Tcomp_out and average pressure in discharge pipe
Pcl = Pcompout-dPd;
Pdav = (Pcompout+Pcl)/2;
Rhod = refpropm ('D','T',Tcompout,'P',Pdav,...
... p.Refl,p.Ref2,p.Mix);
mud = refpropm ('V','T',Tcompout,'P',Pdav,...
...p.Refl,p.Ref2,p.Mix);
% equation that needs to be satisfied
result = dPd - Dplph (mref, rhod, mud, 1, p, 3);
end
end
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Condenser sub-model
function [Qc, hliq, Tc2, Tc3, Tc4, Pcl, Pc2, Pc3, Pc4, ycsh, ycp, ...
... ysc, dPcsh, dPcp, dPsc, dTsccorrection, exitflag] = ...
...Condenser(mref, Vo, Tcl, dTsc, To, zO,cscflag,htcflag,dPflag, p)
options_c=optimset('LargeScale','off','Display','off','TolFun',
0.001);
% air properties at ambient temperature
rho o = refpropm ('D','T',To,'P',p.Pamb,'air'); % density [kg/m3]
cp_o = refpropm ('C','T',To,'P',p.Pamb,'air');% thermal capac.[J/kgK]
Qc = 0;
hliq = 0;
Tc2 = 0;
Tc3 = 0;
Tc4 = 0;
Pcl = 0;
Pc2 = 0;
Pc3 = 0;
Pc4 = 0;
ycsh = 0;
ycp = 0;
ysc = 0;
dPcsh = 0;
dPcp = 0;
dPsc = 0;
Qsh = 0;
Qcp = 0;
Qsc = 0;
dTsc correction =0;
dTsc local = 0;
Divider c=1;
% solving condenser equations
[y,val,exitflag] = fsolve(@condenser, zO, optionsc);
if exitflag < 0
Divider c=10;
[y,val,exitflag] = fsolve(@condenser, zO, options-c);
end
% evaluating output variables
Qc = Qsh + Qcp + Qsc; % [kW]
ycp = y(1)*p.CX2;
Pcl = y(2)*p.ClOOO;
if csc_flag
ysc = y(3)*p.CX1;
end
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if dP_flag & cscflag
dPcsh = y(4)*p.CP1;
dPcp = y(5)*p.CP2;
dPsc = y(6)*p.CP1;
elseif dPflag & -cscflag
dPcsh = y(3)*p.CP1;
dPcp = y(4)*p.CP2;
end
ycp = 1 - ycsh - ysc;
function result = condenser(y)
ycp = y(l)*p.CX2;
Pcl = y(2)*p.C1000;
if cscflag
ysc = y(3)*p.CX1;
else
ysc = 0;
dTsc = 0;
end
if dP_flag & cscflag
dPcsh = y(4)*p.CP1;
dPcp = y(5)*p.CP2;
dPsc = y(6)*p.CP1;
elseif dPflag & -csc_flag
dPcsh = y(3)*p.CP1;
dPcp = y(4)*p.CP2;
dPsc = 0;
elseif -dP flag
dPcsh = 0;
dPcp = 0;
dPsc = 0;
end
ycsh = 1 - ycp - ysc;
if ycsh<O
ycsh = 0.00000001;
end
Pc2 = Pcl - dPcsh;
Tc2 = refpropm('T','P',Pc2,'Q',1,p.Refl,p.Ref2,p.Mix);
Pc3 = Pc2 - dPcp;
Tc3 = refpropm ('T','P',Pc3,'Q',0, p.Refl, p.Ref2, p.Mix);
Pc4 = Pc3 - dPsc;
Tc4_trial = Tc3 - dTsc;
% solving case if Tc4<To
if cscflag
if Tc4 trial < To
if (Tc3 - To) < 0.5
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dTsclocal = 0.01; % no desuperheating
else
dTsc local = Tc3 - To - 0.5;
end
else
dTsc local = dTsc;
end
Tc4 = Tc3 - dTsc local;
else
Tc4 = Tc3;
end
% DESUPERHEATING REGION
if Tc2>Tcl
% disp ('error Tc2>Tcl')
Tcl = Tc2+0.1;
end
% properties in desuperheating region
hc2 = refpropm('H','P',Pc2,'Q',1,p.Refl,p.Ref2,p.Mix);
hcl = refpropm('H','T',Tcl,'P',Pcl,p.Refl,p.Ref2,p.Mix);
% average properties for desuperheating region
Tsh av = (Tcl+Tc2)/2;
Psh av = (Pcl+Pc2)/2;
[rhoshav, mushav, cpshav, ksh-av] = propcsh ...
... (Tsh av, Psh av);
if htc_flag
% heat transfer coefficient for desuperheating region
h_incsh = htcinl (mref, mushav, mushav, cpsh-av,...
...kshav, ycsh, 2, p);
h_excsh = htcex (Vo, To, 0, p);
Ucsh = total U (h incsh, h excsh, 0, p);
UAcsh = ycsh*p.Ainc*Ucsh;
else
UAcsh = p.UAc;
end
% thermal capac. and effect. for desuperheating region
Ccshl = mref*(hcl - hc2)/(Tcl - Tc2);
Ccsh2 = ycsh*Vo*rhoo*cpo;
Ccsh min = min([Ccshl Ccsh2]);
Ccsh max = max([Ccshl Ccsh2]);
effcsh = Efficiency(Ccshmin,Ccshmax,UAcsh);
% heat exchanged in desuperheating region
Qsh = mref*(hcl - hc2)/1000;
% CONDENSING REGION
% properties at condensing region outlet
hc3 = refpropm('H','P',Pc3,'Q',0,p.Refl, p.Ref2, p.Mix);
Tc3 = refpropm('T','P',Pc3,'Q',0,p.Refl, p.Ref2, p.Mix);
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% refrigerant properties for condenser region
[vinc, voutc, muc_1, mucoil, hfgc, kc_l, cpc_1,...
...rhoc_1, rhocv] = propcp (Tc2, Tc3);
moil = p.xoil*mref; % mass flow of refrigerant oil [kg/s]
if htc_flag
% heat transfer coefficient for condensing region
h_incp = htcin2 (mref, 0, 1, hfgc, muc_1, kc_1,
...cpc_l, rhoc_1, rhocv, ycp, 0, p);
h_excp = htcex (Vo, To, 0, p);
Ucp = totalU (h_incp, hexcp, 0, p);
UAcp = ycp*p.Ainc*Ucp; % [W/K]
else
UAcp = p.UAc;
end
% thermal capacitance and effectiveness for condensing region
Ccp = ycp*rhoo*cp o*Vo; % [W/K]
effcp = 1 - exp(-UAcp/Ccp);
% heat exchanged in condensing region
Qcp = mref*(hc2 - hc3)/1000;
% SUBCOOLING REGION
% properties at subcooling region outlet
hliq = refpropm('H','T',Tc4,'P',Pc4,p.Refl, p.Ref2, p.Mix);
if hliq>hc3
hliq = refpropm('H','T',Tc4,'Q',O,p.Refl, p.Ref2, p.Mix);
end
% average properties for subcooling region
[rhosc av, musc av, cpscav, ksc av] = propsc (Tc3, Tc4);
if htc_flag
% heat transfer coefficient for subcooling region
h insc = htcinl (mref, muscav, muscav, cpsc_av, ...
...kscav, ysc, 3, p);
h exsc = htcex (Vo, To, 0, p);
Usc = totalU (hinsc, h exsc, 0, p);
UAsc = ysc*p.Ainc*Usc; % [W/K]
else
UAsc = p.UAc;
end
if csc_flag
% thermal capac. and effectiveness for subcooling region
Cscl = mref*(hc3 - hliq)/(Tc3-Tc4);
Csc2 = ysc*Vo*rhoo*cpo;
Csc min = min([Cscl Csc2]);
Csc max = max([Cscl Csc2]);
eff sc = Efficiency (Csc-minCsc max,UAsc);
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% heat exchanged in subcooling region
Qsc = mref*(hc3 - hliq)/1000;
end
dTsc correction = dTsc - dTsc local;
% EQUATIONS THAT NEED TO BE SATISFIED
result(1) = Qcp*1000/(effcp*Ccp)- (Tc2 - To);
result(2) = Qsh*1000/(effcsh*Ccsh_min) - (Tcl - To);
if csc_flag
result(3)=(Qsc*1000/(effsc*Cscmin)-(Tc3-To))/Dividerc;
end
if dPflag & csc_flag
result(4)=dPcsh-Dplph(mref, rhoshav, mushav, ycsh,p,4);
result(5) = dPcp - Dp2ph (mref, p.xoil*mref, 1,0,hfgc,...
...vinc, voutc, muc_1, muc oil, ycp, p, 0);
result(6)=dPsc-Dplph (mref, rhoscav, muscav, ysc, p, 5);
elseif dPflag & cscflag -0
result(3)=dPcsh-Dplph(mref, rhoshav, mushav, ycsh,p,4);
result(4) = dPcp - Dp2ph (mref, p.xoil*mref, 1, O,hfgc,...
...vinc, voutc, muc l, muc oil, ycp, p, 0);
end
% making sure that x's and dP's > 0
if (1 - ycp - ysc) < 0
result ones(size(y))*exp(le10);
end
if (1-ycp) < 0
result = ones(size(y))*exp(lelO*ycp);
end
if ycsh < 0
result = ones(size(y))*exp(-1e1O*ycsh);
end
if ysc < 0
result = ones(size(y))*exp(-lelO*ysc);
end
if dPcsh < 0
result = ones(size(y))*exp(-1e1O*dPcsh);
end
if dPcp < 0
result = ones(size(y))*exp(1e10*dPcp);
end
if dPsc < 0
result = ones(size(y))*exp(-1e10*dPsc);
end
end
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function [rhoav, muav, cav, kav] = propcsh (Tav, Pav)
rhoav=refpropm('D','T',Tav,'P',P_av, p.Refl, p.Ref2, p.Mix);
muav=refpropm('V','T',Tav,'P',P_av, p.Refl, p.Ref2, p.Mix);
c av=refpropm('C','T',Tav,'P',Pav, p.Refl, p.Ref2, p.Mix);
k av=refpropm('L','T',Tav,'P',Pav, p.Refl, p.Ref2, p.Mix);
end
function [vin, vout, mu_1, mu oil, hfg, k_1, cp_l, rho_1, rhov] =
prop_cp (Tc2, Tc3)
rhoin = refpropm ('D','T',Tc2,'Q',1,p.Refl, p.Ref2, p.Mix);
rhoout = refpropm ('D','T',Tc3,'Q',O,p.Refl, p.Ref2, p.Mix);
vin = 1/rhoin;
vout = 1/rhoout;
mu_1 = refpropm ('V','T',Tc3,'Q',O,p.Refl, p.Ref2, p.Mix);
Tc av = (Tc2+Tc3)/2;
mu oil = (250+(Tcav-273)/100*(3.7-250))*10^(-6)/1000;
h l = refpropm ('H','T',Tc3,'Q',O,p.Refl, p.Ref2, p.Mix);
h_v = refpropm ('H','TI,Tc2,'Q',1,p.Refl, p.Ref2, p.Mix);
hfg = h v - hl;
k_l = refpropm ('L','T',Tc3,'Q',O,p.Refl, p.Ref2, p.Mix);
cp_l = refpropm ('C','T',Tc3,'Q',O,p.Refl, p.Ref2, p.Mix);
rho_1 = refpropm ('D','T',Tc3,'Q',O,p.Refl, p.Ref2, p.Mix);
rhov = refpropm ('D','T',Tc2,'Q',1,p.Refl, p.Ref2, p.Mix);
end
function [rhoav, muav, cav, kav] = propsc (Tc3, Tc4)
T av = (Tc3 + Tc4)/2;
rhoav = refpropm ('D','T',Tav,'Q',O,p.Refl, p.Ref2, p.Mix);
muav = refpropm ('V','T',Tav,'Q',O,p.Refl, p.Ref2, p.Mix);
c_av = refpropm ('C','T',Tav,'Q',O,p.Refl, p.Ref2, p.Mix);
k_av = refpropm ('L','T',Tav,'Q',O,p.Refl, p.Ref2, p.Mix);
end
end
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System solver
function [mref, Tel, Te2, Te3, Pel, Pe2, Pe3, hliq, yesh, dPep,...
... dPesh, Je, Pcompin, Pcompout, f, KW, Qoil, Qc, Tcl, Tc2, Tc3, ...
...Tc4, Pcl, Pc2, Pc3, Pc4, ycsh, ysc, dPcsh, dPcp, dPsc, Jc,...
...dTsc correction, exitflag] = Solver(Qe, Tz, To, Vz, Vo, dTesh,...
... dTsc, eshflag, csc_flag, htcflag, dP_flag)
close all
clc
options=optimset('LargeScale','off','Display','off','TolFun',0.000001);
global p
p = Parameters;
mref = 0;
Tel = 0;
Te2 = 0;
Te3 = 0;
Pel = 0;
Pe2 = 0;
Pe3 = 0;
hliq = 0;
yesh = 0;
dPep = 0;
dPesh = 0;
Pcomp-in = 0;
Pcomp out = 0;
f =0;
KW =0;
Qc =0;
Tcl = 0;
Tc2 = 0;
Tc3 = 0;
Tc4 = 0;
Pcl = 0;
Pc2 = 0;
Pc3 =0;
Pc4 = 0;
ycsh = 0;
ysc = 0;
dPcsh = 0;
dPcp 0;
dPsc = 0;
dTsc correction = 0;
Divider = 1;
Divider s = 1;
%+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++.
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% INITIAL ASSUMPTIONS
mref0 = 0.016;
TelO = 270;
yeshO = 0.07;
dPepO = 3;
dPesh0 = 1;
ycp0 = 0.8;
Pc10 = 2750;
ysco = 0.07;
dP10 = 10;
dP20 = 100;
hliq_asO = refpropm ('H','T',285,'Qe',0, p.Refl, p.Ref2, p.Mix);
Tcomp_outO = 320;
% system
zO_s = [Pc10/p.C1000];
% evaporator
zeOs = [mrefO/p.Cm TelO/p.CT];
% % compressor
zm0_s = [Tcompout0];
% condenser
zc0_s = [ycpO/p.CX2, PclO/p.C1000];
% SYSTEM SOLVER
[zs, val, exitflag_system] = fsolve(@Call_componentmodels simple,
zOs, options);
if (exitflag_system < 1)
Divider s = Divider s*10;
[z_s, val, exitflag_system] =
fsolve(@Callcomponentmodelssimple, zOs, options);
end
% OUTPUT VARIABLES
Pcompouts = zs(1)*p.C1000;
mref = mref s;
Tel = Tel s;
Te2 = Te2 s;
Te3 = Te3 s;
Pel = Pel s;
Pe2 = Pe2 s;
Pe3 = Pe3 s;
yesh = yeshs;
dPep = dPep s;
dPesh = dPesh s;
Pcomp_in = Pcomp in s;
Pcompout = Pcompout_s;
f = f s;
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KW
Qc
Tcl
Tc2
Tc3
Tc4
Pcl
Pc2
Pc3
Pc4
yesh
ycsh
ycp
ysc
dPcsh
dPcp
dPsc
hliq
= KW s;
= Qc s;
= Tcl s;
= Tc2 s;
= Tc3 s;
= Tc4 s;
= Pcl s;
= Pc2 s;
= Pc3 s;
= Pc4_s;
= yesh-s;
= ycsh_s;
= ycp_s;
= xsc s;
= dPcsh s;
= dPcp s;
= dPscs;
= hliqs;
if (dPflag)|| (eshflag) || (csc flag) || (htcflag)
% evaporator
zeO = [mrefs/p.Cm Tels/p.CT];
if eshflag
zeO = [mrefs/p.Cm Tels/p.CT yeshO/p.CX1];
end
if dPflag & esh_flag
zeO=[mref_s/p.Cm Tel_s/p.CT yeshO/p.CXl dP20/p.CP2
dPlO/p.CP1];
end
if dP flag & -esh_flag
zeO = [mrefs/p.Cm Tel_s/p.CT dP20/p.CP2];
end
% compressor
zmO = [Tcl s];
% condenser
zcO = [ycpO/p.CX2, Pcls/p.ClOOO];
if cscflag
zcO = [ycpO/p.CX2, Pc1_s/p.ClOOO yscO/p.CX1];
end
if dPflag & csc_flag
zcO = [ycpO/p.CX2 Pc1_s/p.ClOOO yscO/p.CXl dPlO/p.CPl
dP20/p.CP2 dPlO/p.CP1];
end
if dPflag & -csc_flag
zcO = [ycpO/p.CX2, Pc1_s/p.ClOOO dPlO/p.CPl dP20/p.CP2];
end
zO = [Pcs/p.ClOOO, hliq_s/p.Ce5];
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% SYSTEM SOLVER
[z, fval,exitflag_system]=fsolve (@Callcomponentmodels, zO,options);
if (exitflag_system < 1)
Divider = Divider*10;
[z,fval,exitflagsystem]=fsolve (@Call componentmodels, zO,options);
end
% OUTPUT VARIABLES
Pcompout = z(1)*p.C1000;
hliq = z(2)*p.Ce5;
end
wz = interpl(p.flowdatac(:,4),p.flowdatac(:,l),...
...(Vz/0.00047194744322),'linear', 'extrap'); %(rpm)
Je = (p.FanCl*(wz^3)+ p.FanC2*(wz^2)+ p.FanC3*wz+ p.FanE4)/1000;
% (kW)
wo =interpl(p.flowdatac(:,4),p.flowdatac(:,l),...
...(Vo/0.00047194744322),'linear', 'extrap'); %(rpm)
Jc = (p.FanCl*(wo^3)+ p.FanC2*(wo^2)+ p.FanC3*wo+ p.FanC4)/1000;
%(kW)
%check if some fsolve didn't itterate
if (exitflag_system < 1) | (exitflage < 1)1 (exitflagm <
1)11(exitflag_c < 1)
exitflag = 0
else
exitflag = 2;
end
if (Te1>Tz)||(Te3>Tz)
disp ('Te>Tz')
end
if Tc2>Tcl
disp ('Tc2>Tcl')
end
if (To>Tcl)||(To>Tc2)||(To>Tc3)||(To>Tc4)
disp ('To>Tc')
end
function result = Call_componentmodelssimple (zs)
Pcomp-out-s = z_ s(l)*p.C1000;
% ......................
% fix
if Pcompout s < 300;
Pcomp_outs = 300;
end
% ......................
hliqas=refpropm('H','P',Pcomp_out_s,'Qe',0,p.Refl,p.Ref2,p.Mix);
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% CALL EVAPORATOR MODEL
[mrefs, Tels, Te2_s, Te3_s, Pels, Pe2_s, Pe3_s, yeshs,...
...dPeps, dPeshs,exitflage] = Evaporator(Qe, hliqas,Vz,...
...dTesh, Tz, zeOs, 0, 0, 0, p);
Pcomp-in s = Pe3_s;
% CALL COMPRESSOR MODEL
Tcomp ins = Te3_s;
[Tcomp_out_s, f s, KW s, Q oil, exitflag m] = Compressor...
... (mrefs, Tcompin-s, Pcompin-s, Pcomp_out_s, To, zm0_s,p);
% CALL CONDENSER MODEL
Tcl s = Tcompout_s;
% ......................
% fix
if Tcompout s < To
Tcl s = To+20;
end
%.......................
[Qcs, hliq_s, Tc2_s, Tc3_s, Tc4_s, Pcls, Pc2_s, Pc3_s,...
...Pc4_s, ycsh_s, ycp_s, xscs, dPcshs, dPcp_s, dPscs,...
... dTsccorrection, exitflag_c] = Condenser(mrefs, Vo,...
... Tcls, dTsc, To, zc0_s, 0, 0, 0, p);
% SYSTEM EQUATION THAT NEEDS TO BE SATISFIED
result (1) = (Pcompout-s - Pc1_s)/Divider s;
% SETTING NEW INITIAL GUESS
% evaporator
zeOs = [mrefs/p.Cm Tels/p.CT];
% compressor
zm0_s = [Tcomp_out_s];
% condenser
zc0_s = [ycps/p.CX2, Pc1_s/p.C1000];
end
function result = Call_componentmodels (z)
Pcomp outas = z(l)*p.C1000;
hliqas = z(2)*p.Ce5;
% CALL EVAPORATOR MODEL
[mref, Tel, Te2, Te3, Pel, Pe2, Pe3, yesh, dPep, dPesh,...
... exitflag el = Evaporator(Qe, hliqas, Vz, dTesh, Tz,...
... ze0, eshflag, htcflag, dP_flag, p);
% CALL SUCTION PIPE MODEL
if dP flag
[Pcompin, dPs] = Suctionpipe (mref, Te3, Pe3, p);
else
Pcompin = Pe3;
end
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% CALL COMPRESSOR MODEL
Tcompin = Te3;
[Tcompout, f, KW, Qoil, exitflag_m] = Compressor...
...(mref, Tcompin, Pcomp_in, Pcomp_outas, To, zm0, p);
% CALL DISCHARGE PIPE MODEL
if dPflag
[dPd] = Dischargepipe (mref, Tcompout, Pcompout as, p);
else
dPd = 0;
end
% CALL CONDENSER MODEL
Tcl = Tcompout;
[Qc, hliq, Tc2, Tc3, Tc4, Pcl, Pc2, Pc3, Pc4, ycsh, ycp,ysc,...
...dPcsh, dPcp, dPsc, dTsccorrection, exitflag-c]=Condenser...
...(mref, Vo, Tcl, dTsc, To, zc0, cscflag,htcflag,dPflag,p);
% SYSTEM EQUATION THAT NEEDS TO BE SATISFIED
result (1) = Pcomp out as/(Pcl+dPd) - 1;
result (2) = (hliq/hliq_as - 1)/Divider;
% SETTING NEW INITIAL GUESS
% evaporator
zeO = [mref/p.Cm Tel/p.CT];
if eshflag
ze0 = [mref/p.Cm Tel/p.CT yesh/p.CX1];
end
if dPflag & eshflag
ze0=[mref/p.Cm Tel/p.CT yesh/p.CX1 dPep/p.CP2,dPesh/p.CP1];
end
if dPflag & -eshflag
ze0 = [mref/p.Cm Tel/p.CT dPep/p.CP2];
end
% compressor
zm0 = [Tcomp_out];
% condenser
zc0 = [ycp/p.CX2, Pcl/p.C1000];
if cscflag
zc0 = [ycp/p.CX2, Pcl/p.C1000 ysc/p.CX1];
end
if dPflag & csc flag
zc0 = [ycp/p.CX2 Pcl/p.C1000 ysc/p.CX1 dPcsh/p.CP1...
...dPcp/p.CP2 dPsc/p.CP1];
end
if dP_flag & -csc flag
zc0 = [ycp/p.CX2, Pcl/p.C1000 dPcsh/p.CP1 dPcp/p.CP2];
end
end
end
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Constants
function p = Parameters;
% GENERAL PARAMETERS
p.Refl = 'R32';
p.Ref2 = 'R125';
p.Mix = [0.69761, 0.30239];
p.T_min = 137.44;
p.Tmax = 346.86;
p.Mref = 72.585; % molar mass for R410A [kg/kmol]
p.Moil = 600; % molar mass for lubricant [kg/kmol]
p.Pamb = 101.325; % atmospheric pressure [kPa]
p.E = 1.5*10^(-6); % pipe roughnes [m]
p.kfin = 235; % fin thermal conductivity [W/mK]
p.loss180 = 1; % loss factor due to the turning of the flow [-]
p.lossvalve = 2; % service and reversing valves pressure loss factor
p.xoil = 0.04; % precentage of oil in the refrigerant [-]
p.coil = 1670; %specific heat of oil [J/kgK] NOT SURE, CHECK
% COMPONENTS PARAMETERS
% evaporator parameters
LE = 0.62; %[m] evaporator length
HE = 0.34; %[m] evaporator height
WE = 0.0254; %[m] evaporator depth
finsper_inche = 20; % number of fins per inch
N-pipes e = 2*16; % total number of pipes, two branches
N_fins e = LE*39.37007874*fins_perinch-e;
p.dine = 0.00475; % tube inside diameter [m]
p.dexe = 0.0067564; % tube outside diameter [m]
p.Le = Npipes e*LE; % tube length [m]
p.Aine = p.dine*pi*p.Le; % inside area [m2]
p.Aexe = p.dexe*pi*p.Le; % outside area [m2]
p.Afine = 2*N finse*(HE*WE-Npipese*(pi*(p.dexe^2)/4));%fin area
[m2]
p.tfine = 0.0001016; % fin tickness [m]
p.Sle = 0.0127; % fin square side 1 [m]
p.S2e = 0.0387; % fin square side 2 [m]
p.sve = 0.018; % vertical distance between tubes [m]
p.she = 0.018; % horizontal distance between tubes [m]
p.sde = 0.00127; % distance between fins [m]
p.Amine = 0.03; % minimum flow area [m2]
p.Nturnetotal e = 2*16; % number of U-turns for the whole evaporator
p.localloss_evap = p.Nturnetotale*p.lossl8O; % local pressure drop
factor in the whole evaporator
p.UAe = 220;
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% condenser parameters
LC = 0.85725; %[m] evaporator length
HC = 0.504825; %[m] evaporator height
WC = 0.022225; %[m] evaporator depth
fins_perinchc = 18; % number of fins per inch
N-pipesc = 2*12; % total number of pipes, two branches
N finsc = LC*39.37007874*finsper inchc;
p.dinc = 0.00475; % tube inside diameter [m]
p.dexc = 0.0065278; % tube outside diameter [m]
p.Lc = N_pipes_c*LC; % tube length [m]
p.Ainc = p.dinc*pi*p.Lc; % inside area [m2]
p.Aexc = p.dexc*pi*p.Lc; % outside area [m2]
p.Afinc = 2*N fins c*(HC*WC-N_pipes_c*(pi*(p.dexc^2)/4));%fin area[m2]
p.tfinc = 7.62*10A(-5); % fin tickness [m]
p.Slc = 0.0215; % fin square side 1 [m]
p.S2c = 0.0222; % fin square side 2 [m]
p.svc = 0.018; % vertical distance between tubes [m]
p.shc = 0.018; % horizontal distance between tubes [m]
p.sdc = 0.00127; % distance between fins (m]
p.Aminc = 0.3; % minimum flow area [m2]
p.Nturnctotal c = 2*12; % number of U-turns for the whole condenser
p.localloss cond = p.Nturnc totalc*p.lossl8O; % local pressure drop
factor in the whole condenser [-)
p.UAc = 830;
% suction pipe parameters
p.ds = 0.007925; % internal diameter [m]
p.Ls = 3; % pipe length [m]
p.locals = 10; % locall pressure drop factor [-]
% discharge pipe parameters
p.dd = 0.007925; % pipe internal diameter [m]
p.Ld = 1.1; % pipe length [m]
p.locald = 10; % local pressure drop factor [-]
% compressor constants
p.Cl = 9.012585198e-006;
p.C2 = 4.0681827744500e-002;
p.C3 = 2.3901776617e-005;
p.C4 = 0.187485429274809;
p.C5 = 0.610814730911499 ;
p.C6 = -0.091200283613269;
%+++ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ ++++++++++++++++++++
% constants used to calculate fan input power [-]
p.FanCl = 5.949e-008;
p.FanC2 = -2.049e-005;
p.FanC3 = 0.01155;
p.FanC4 = -0.7439;
p.FanE4 = 22;
% condenser air flow to fan speed
p.flowdatac = [300 1.345625 264.8868114 351.3086631;...
...450 2.103958333 414.1650269 549.2903218;...
...600 2.988125 588.2135836 780.1238822;...
...750 3.590625 706.815946 937.4213978;...
...900 4.519166667 889.5997389 1179.840149];
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% FACTORS FOR RELATIVIZATION
p.Cm 0.01;
p.CX2 = 1;
p.CX1 = 0.1;
p.CVe = 0.15;
p.CVc = 0.5;
p.CP1 = 10;
p.CP2 = 100;
p.C10 = 10;
p.C100 = 100;
p.C1000 = 1000;
p.Ce5 = le+005;
p.CT = 273;
end
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Heat transfer coefficient calculations
External heat transfer coefficient calculations
function hex = htcex (Vex, Tex, evapflag, p);
if evapflag == 1 % for evaporator
Amin = p.Amine;
dex = p.dexe;
sv = p.sve;
sh = p.she;
sd = p.sde;
Rows = 2;
elseif evapflag == 0 % for condenser
Amin = p.Aminc;
dex = p.dexc;
sv = p.svc;
sh = p.shc;
sd = p.sdc;
Rows = 1;
End
% air properties at zone/ambient temperature
rhoex= refpropm ('D','T',Tex,'P',p.Pamb,'air');
muex = refpropm ('V','T',Tex,'P',p.Pamb,'air');
c_ex = refpropm ('C','T',Tex,'P',p.Pamb,'air');
k_ex = refpropm ('L','T',Tex,'P',p.Pamb,'air');
nu ex = mu ex/rho ex;
%air velocity in free area
wex = Vex/Amin;
Re ex = dex*wex/nu ex;
Pr ex = mu ex*c ex/k ex;
% j-factor for 4 rowsj4 = 0.14*(Reex^(-0.328))*((sv/sh)^(-0.502))*((sd/dex)^0.0312);j = j4*0.991*((2.24*(Reex^-0.092)*((Rows/4)^-0.031))^...
...(0.607*(4-Rows))); % j-factor
St = j/((Pr_ex)^(2/3)); % j=St*Pr^(2/3)
h ex = St*c ex*wex*rho ex; % St = h/(cp*w*rho)
end
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Internal single-phase heat transfer coefficient calculations
function h inl = htc inl (mref, mu, musur, cp, k, y, flag, p);
if flag == 1 % for
m = mref/2;
n = 0.4;
din = p.dine;
L = p.Le/2*y;
elseif flag == 2 %
m = mref/2;
n = 0.3;
din = p.dinc;
L = p.Lc/2*y;
elseif flag == 3 %
m = mref;
n = 0.3;
din = p.dinc;
L = p.Lc*y;
end
evaporator
for condenser desuperheating
for condenser subcooling
Pr = mu*cp/k;
G m/((din^2)*pi/4); % [kg/(s*m2)]
Re= (din*G) /mu;
if Re < 2300
Nu = 1.86*((Re*Pr*din/L)^(1/3))*((mu/mu sur)^0.14);
elseif Re > 10000
Nu = 0.023*(Re^0.8)*(PrAn);
else
Nu = 0.023*(ReAO.8)*(PrAn);
disp ('2300 < Re < 10 000')
end
h in1 = Nu*k/din; % [W/m2K]
end
Internal two-phase heat transfer coefficient calculations
function hin2 = htc in2 (mref, xout, xin, hfg, mu_1, k_1, cp_l, ...
... rho_1, rhov, y, evapflag, p);
dT = 1;
if evap_flag == 1 % for evaporator
din = p.dine;
L = p.Le/2*y;
G = (mref/2)/(dinA2*pi/4); % [kg/(s*m2)]
Re 1 = din*G/mu1;
C = 8.2*(10A(-3));
n = 0.4;
K = (xout - xin)*hfg/(L*9.81);
Nu_1 = C*(((Re lA2)*K)An);
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elseif evapflag == 0 % for condenser
din = p.dinc;
L = p.Lc/2*y;
G = (mref/2)/(din^2*pi/4); % [kg/(s*m2)]
Re 1 = din*G/mu 1;
Pr_1 = mu_l*cpl/k_1;
A Re l*((rho_1/rho v)^0.5);
if A < 20000
Nu_1 = 13.8*(Prl^(1/3))*((hfg/(cpl*dT))^(1/6))*(A^0.2);
else
Nu_1 = 0.1*(cpl*mu 1/kl)*(Pr_l^(1/3))*((hfg/(cp_1*dT))A...
...(1/6))*(AA(2/3));
end
end
h in2 = Nu l*k l/din;
end
Heat exchanger efficiency
function [eff] = Efficiency(Cmin,C_max,yUA)
Crat = C min/C max;
NTU = yUA/C_min;
eff = 1-exp(1/(Crat*NTUA(-0.22))*(exp(-NTU*Crat*NTU^(-0.22))-1));
end
U value calculation
function U = totalU (hin, hex, evapflag,
if evapflag == 1 %
rin = p.dine/2;
tfin = p.tfine;
Sl = p.Sle;
S2 = p.S2e;
Afin = p.Afine;
Aex = p.Aexe;
Ain = p.Aine;
elseif evapflag ==
rin = p.dinc/2;
tfin = p.tfinc;
Sl = p.S1c;
S2 = p.S2c;
Afin = p.Afinc;
for evaporator
0 % for condenser
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Aex = p.Aexc;
Ain = p.Ainc;
end
m fin = (2*h ex/(p.kfin*tfin))AO.5; % fin parameter
alfa = (S1/2)/rin;
beta = S2/S1;
R ratio = 1.28*alfa*((beta-0.2)^O.5);
fi = (Rratio-1)*(1+0.35*log(Rratio));
factor = m fin*rin*fi;
eta-fin = (tanh(factor))/factor; % fin efficiency
eta s = 1-Afin/(Aex+Afin)*(1-eta fin); % total surface efficiency
U = (Ain/(eta s*h ex*(Aex+Afin))+l/h in)A(-1); % based on internal
surface area p.Ain [W/m2K]
end
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Pressure drop calculations
Internal single-phase pressure drop calculations
function dp = Dplph (mref, rho, mu, y, p, part_flag);
if part_flag == 1 % evaporator, desuperheating region
mdot loc = mref/2;
d = p.dine;
local = p.localloss-evap/2*y;
L = p.Le/2*y;
elseif partflag == 2 % suction pipe
mdot loc = mref;
d = p.ds;
local = p.locals + p.lossvalve + p.lossvalve; % 180 turns +
service and reversing valve
L = p.Ls;
elseif partflag == 3 % discharge pipe
mdotloc = mref;
d = p.dd;
local = p.locald + p.lossvalve + p.lossvalve; % 180 turns +
service and reversing valve;
L = p.Ld;
elseif partflag == 4 % condenser, desuperheating region
mdot loc = mref/2;
d = p.dinc;
local = p.locallosscond/2*y;
L = p.Lc/2*y;
elseif partflag == 5 % condenser, subcooling region
mdot loc = mref/2;
d = p.dinc;
local = p.locallosscond/2*y;
L = p.Lc/2*y;
end
G = mdotloc/(d^2*pi/4); % [kg/s*m2]
Re = G*d/mu;
fO = 0.005;
options = optimset('Display','off');
f = fsolve(@(f) 1/f^0.5 - (1.74-
2*log1o(2*p.E/d+18.7/(Re*f^0.5))),fO,options); % Colebrook equation
dp = (f*L/d+local)*G^2/(2*rho)/1000; % [kPa]
end
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Internal two-phase pressure drop calculations
function dp = Dp2ph (mref, moil, xin, xout, hfg, vin, vout, muref,...
...muoil, y, p, evap_flag);
if evap_flag == 1
din = p.dine;
L = p.Le/2*y;
Nturn = p.Nturne totale/2*y;
elseif evap_flag == 0
din = p.dinc;
L = p.Lc/2*y;
Nturn = p.Nturnctotalc/2*y;
end
xl = xin*(mref/2)/(mref/2+moil/2);
x2 = xout*(mref/2)/(mref/2+moil/2);
deltax = abs (x2-xl);
K = deltax*hfg/(L*9.81);
Ain = din^2*pi/4;
G = (mref/2)/Ain; % total mass velocity [kg/s*m2]
% calculating viscosity of mixture for all liquid state
foil in = (moil/2)/(moil/2+(l-xin)*mref/2); % mass fraction of oil at
inlet
foil out = (moil/2)/(moil/2+(l-xout)*mref/2); % mass fraction of oil
at outlet
foil av = (foil-in + foil out)/2; % averaged mass fraction of
lubricant
noil = foil av*(p.Mref/p.Moil)/(l-foil av+foilav*(p.Mref/p.Moil)); %
molar fraction of oil
nref = 1-noil; % molar fraction of refrigerant
k = 0.58; % emphirical exponent
ksiref = (p.Mref^k)*nref/((p.Mref^k)*nref+(p.Moil^k)*noil);
ksioil = p.Moil^k*noil/(p.MrefAk*nref+p.Moil^k*noil);
muM = exp((ksiref*log(muref)+ksioil*log(muoil))); % viscosity of
mixture [Ns/m2]
Re = G*din/muM;
if (Re/K)>2
fNavg = 0.00506*(ReA-0.0951)*(K^0.1554); %two-phase friction
factor
else
fNavg = 0.00506*(ReA0.0951)*(KA0.1554);
disp ('Pierres condition for fN is not satisfied');
end
xm = (xl+x2)/2; % average vapor quality
if evap_flag == 1
vm = xm*vout; % specific volume at xm for evaporator
elseif evapflag == 0
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vm = xm*vin; % specific volume at xm for condenser
end
dplocal = Nturn*p.loss18O*(G^2)*vm/2; % local losses
dp = ((fNavg*L*(vout+vin)/din+abs(vout-vin))*(G^2) + dplocal)/1000;
% ......................
% fix
if dp > 200
dp=200;
end
% ......................
end
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